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DON'T FORGET THE SECOND COAT!

Hazel to
consider
vicious dog
ordinance

31,
1EG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Aaron Zetterberg, left, and Gerral Eads spent Tuesday morning applying a tresh coat ot whlite paint to the guardrails along the street that
runs through Murray's Central Park. The railing stretches almost the entire distance of the long, winding drive.

Henley says calls back his stance
IA

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
While some of his Democratic
colleagues were upset with the
state GOP's automated phone calls
critizing their vote to adjourn the
special
session,
Murray
Republican Melvin Henley welcomed them.
The Kentucky Republican Party
sent out thousands of automated
phone calls to people across the
state who live in areas represented
by
House
Democrats, who
voted along party
lines last week to
adjourn the special session Gov.
Ernie
Fletcher
called
without
taking up any
bills. The calls
mentioned specifHenley
ic issues in legislators areas and provided lawmakers' telephone numbers.
Henley was the lone Republican
vote with the Democratic majority
to adjourn, saying he and many of
his constituents thought $60,000 a
day was too costly for a special
session.
Some of those constituents
received phone calls earlier this
week, urging them to call Henley
and encourage him to get back to
work for the sake of Murray State
projects in the governor's proposed
bills.
Henley said he has received
about two dozen calls so far this
week in response to the GOP's
automated calls.
"I've gotten 25 calls — all of
them positive. It didn't bother me."
Henley said. "All it did was reinforce the fact I represent people
and not parties."
State GOP Chairman Steve
Robertson said the intention of the
calling campaign was to hold
Members accountable for not taking action on a plan to give energy
companies tax breaks for locating
power plants that use coal for alternative fuels.
Robertson said the calls were
geared toward the legislative elections in 2008.
Fletcher. the Republican governor seeking a second term, has said
the pnmary reason for the special
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — The Hazel City Council may soon
consider an ordinance placing restrictions on the ownership of vicious dogs and require owners to purchase
liability insurance.
Mayor Kerr)
Vasseur
says
there is a growing need for creating public safety rules that
would deal with
reports of potentially dangerous
animals in the
city similar to
regulations now
in
place
in
Mayfield. The
restrictions may
be extended to
particular breeds
such as pit bull
terriers.
"For a city its
size, Hazel has
an
incredible
number of pit
Internet photo
bull
dogs,"
Vasseur said. "I really feel that something may have to
be done:'
While Hazel has a leash law, Vasseur, council members and some residents noted during a recent council
meeting of being threatened by particular animals.

II See Page 2A

Input on
LBL bridges
being sought
AP

State GOP Chairman Steve Robertson holds up papers as he addresses a news conference about
the special legislative session in Frankfort, Ky., Tuesday.
session was to pass a tax incentive tion could be costly for the univerpackage to lure a S3 billion coal-to- sity.
fuel plant to Kentucky. But 66
So what about Murray State
other items — including new capi- "That can be taken care of in
tal projects on college campuses January. and hopefully I can do
and projects the governor vetoed even a little better than that,"
from the last budget — also were Henley said.
on the agenda.
But Sen. Ken Winters, RFor Murray State. the proposed Murray, said letting the science
special projects included the complex, which is well over what
replacement of Franklin College was
originally
and renovation of the Curris Center budgeted,
sit
and Thoroughbred Room. Even unfinished is a
though the university would make risky position.
the bond payments for both of
"The Murray
those projects, they still need state State project is an
approval. The governor recom- awkward position.
mended $13 million for the new It will cost the
dorm and $750,000 for the renova- university a lot of
tion.
money to stop
Among the new state-funded construction,"
Winters
capital projects is the SI million Winters said. "Dr.
planning and design phase for a (Randy) Dunn appeared before the
new Breathitt Veterinary Center at Senate committee and did an
excellent job. We went right along
MSU's Hopkinsville campus.
Also included in one of the five with that one. Now if we could just
bills was authonzation for the $15 get the House to go along, even if
million approprtated in last year's they'd just deal with that project
budget for the physics building to and energy proposal."
be used to finish the earlier biology
The
Republican-controlled
and chemistry phases of the sci- Senate approved its version of all
ence complex. Halting construe- five governor-proposed bills.

(Read more about the Senate's bill
in Winter's column on Page 4A in
today's Ledger.)
"I think we accomplished what
we came up here to accomplish.
Naturally, it won't have much significance unless we get the other
chamber to come together and look
at we've done," Winters said.
"We've spent some hard working
days to get where we are.Sitting in Hihburger this morning. Henley said he listens to what
people say while he's visiting the
county's country stores and coffeeshops. He's sure the guys sitting
at his table this morning have
something to say about the politics
in Frankfort. Henley usually leaves
with a sense of what people think.
The Ledger & Ernes has been
conducting an online poll asking
readers if they support the governor's special session. As of this
morning, 79 percent of the 148
votes were against the special session.
"I was glad to see that the
Murray Ledger poll supported
what I thought the people wanted."

•See Page 2A

3-DAY FORECAST
Tonight

754

Thursday

Staff Report
Murray-Calloway County residents are invited to
take part in deciding design plans for two new bridges
that will span the Tennessee and Cumberland rivers at
Land Between the Lakes.
A meeting to gather public input on the plan has
been scheduled from 4 to 8 p.m. on Thursday, July 19,
at Lake Barkley State Resort Park Convention Center's
"Tennessee Room" where a variety of structural
options will be presented for the first time.
Kentucky Highway Commissioner Marc Williams
said in a newc release that public participation is an
important part of the process.
"We're inviting residents of the Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes region to play a part in the design selection of two new bridges," Williams said. "The goal of
this process is to balance design options with available
funding to develop a cost-effective design that achieves
some of what I am sure are local desires for a dynamic
gateway that reflects the unique character of the
region."
The public input phase of the planning is expected to
take about a year.
Two new bridges, which will replace Eggner's Ferry
Bridge over Kentucky Lake and the Lawrence
Memorial Bridge over Lake Barkley, are planned as
part of four-lane construction of Ky. 68/80 from Trigg
County through the Land Between the Lakes and on to
Aurora. The road will connect Mayfield to Bowling
Green.
Tim Choate, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
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•Bridges ... •Calls back
From Front

From Front

Henley said. "It made me feel
branch manager tor pre-congood that my gut feeling was
struction. said the bridges will
right. Without running a poll,
make a statement about the
you don't know. You just know
character of the region.
what you hear around town."
"These new bridges will
While Henley is at home
become part of a corridor that
talking with constituents, still
unsure of how the House will
welcomes tourists to the bikes
respond to Gov. Fletcher's call
area, and could even become
tourist attractions in their own to have legislators back at the
end of the month, there is much
right," Choate said. "We need
bickering in Frankfort.
public input to help assure we
Primarily, lawmakers' dismeet that goal within budget
hinged on whether
agreement
guidelines."
Gov. Ernie Fletcher should have
When completed, the new
forced them into a special
bridges will carry four traffic even
session in the first place.
lanes and a pedestrian/bikeway.
The House claimed that
They will also include a miniincluding tax incentives
issues
mum 500-foot clear span for
for power companies, more than
barge navigation.
AP
$400 million in projects and a
The meeting will be an
by
flanked
ban on domestic partner benefits
is
Miller
Jonathan
Democratic party chairman
informal format with presentaat public universities were not
and
,
left,
Lexington
of
Palumbo
Ann
Ruth
tions taking place at 4:30 and 6 urgent enough to justify the Democratic Reps.
discusses the status of the
p.m. Written and oral comments approximately $60,000 per day Jeff Greer of Brandenburg as he
Ky., Tuesday.
Frankfort,
will be accepted. In addition to cost to operate the legislature. special legislative session in
the
at
person
to $225
providing input in
The Senate disagreed.
the Senate, and claimed ranges from about $180
So. Fletcher said he would Democratic gubernatorial nomi- a day, according to the
open house, interested individuResearch
als may address written com- order lawmakers back to the nee
and Legislative
Beshear
Steve
ments and learn more about the Capitol in three weeks, giving Kentucky Democratic Party Commission.
Senate President David
project at the Lake Bridges them time to take a collective chairman Jonathan Miller had
deep breath and hopefully work helped orchestrate the move. Williams said the House would
Project Web site at www.lakea bill
something out in the meantime.
bhdges.com.
Robertson defended the so- have to return to vote on
But as Fletcher was making called "robocalls" and said that would repeal legislators'
his public plea for compromise, Miller, who is also state treasur- pay between now and July 30.
the state Republican Party was er, should resign his elected House Speaker Jody Richards,
launching a telephone drive that post. But Beshear spokesman however, said the House already
NOTICE
Fletcher's re-election campaign Robert Kellar said Beshear was agreed to withhold their pay
• A regularly-scheduled
about.
knew
not behind the House's strategy. before adjourning.
meeting of the Murray
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Robertson, the state GOP
of
Board
Independent
During the three-week break.
tionThe Associated Press conTHE PROOF IS IN THE PUDDLES: Rain fell on Murray
Education, previously set chair, said it was unconstitu
legislators would continue to
for 7 p.m_ on Thursday has al for the House to leave before earn their daily salary, which tributed to this story.
Tuesday afternoon leaving several large puddles of water
in
been rescheduled for 7 p.m
around town According to the National Weather Service
on Tuesday. July 17 at the
Paducah. today's forecast calls for partly sunny skies with a
Administration
Carter
50 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms
Building on S. 13th Street_
An agenda for the meeting
is not yet available.
STATE LAWS ON WOWS DOGS
From Front
• The Murray City
According to KRS 258.005 - 991.
Council will meet at 630 Vasseur later pointed out an incident in which a • Any person, without liability, may kill or seize any
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
p.m Thursday at city hall. Calloway County Sheriff's deputy called to inves- dog which is observed attacking any person.
includes tigate a vicious dog complaint was cornered inside • Any livestock owner or his agent, without liability,
• A license plate was reported stolen from a Ky 121 North locaagenda
The
may kill any dog trespassing on that owner's proption at 12 05 pm. Tuesday
Murray Tourism Director his car for several minutes by the dog.
and observed in the act of pursuing or wound• A caller from Ky. 121 North reported a theft and some vandalerty
Lindsey Gelb and the first
"The dog jumped up on the police car and the ing his livestock.
to
ism at 6:19 p.m. Tuesday
an
ordinance
of
reading
deputy stayed inside with his siren and lights • Any dog determined to be vicious by a court and
Murray Police Department
zone 170 Utterback Road
room
laundry
going for several minutes until we could contact allowed to be returned to an owner shall be cona
at
Friday
m
p
44
1
at
• A burglary was reported
as multi-family residential.
house.- the mayor said. "He fined in a locked enclosure at least seven (7) feet
Forestview Apartments
public works committee somebody inside the
The
m
shot the dog, but he didn't high or a locked kennel run with a secured top. The
have
could
probably
review
to
p.m
• Vandalism to a vehicle was reported at Wal-Mart at 8 40 p
6
at
meet
will
dog may leave the enclosure only to visit the vetthat.'
do
to
want
departFriday
bids for sanitation
St
erinarian or to be turned in to an animal shelter.
Miller
be
1704
at
would
Saturday
m
ordinance
a
02
Hazel
10
at
any
said
Vasseur
• A theft was reported
ment uniforms and the
The dog shall be muzzled if leaving the enclosure
Sunday
a.m
City
18
11
• A theft was reported at Burl's at
finance/personnel commit- similar to one approved by the Mayfield
either of these purposes.
for
m
p
14
12
at
St
• A dog was reported stolen from 420 S Ninth
tee will meet at 6:15 p.m to Council last year that specifically noted pit bull • Any owner whose dog is found to have caused
safety.
public
to
loan
Blinday
threat
a
discuss
temers and rottweilers as a
damage to a person. livestock, or other property
• The Murray-Calloway But Haiel Councilman Joe Thompson. pointing shall be responsible for that damage.
• A theft was reported at 509 Vine St at 9 47 a m Sunday
Monday.
a.m.
7
at
Laundry
Boone's
at
County Park Board will out his personal experience with pit bulls, said the • Any person who has been attacked by a dog, or
•A burglary was reported
• Shirley Edwards. 52, of Murray, was arrested for theft by unlawmeet Monday at 6 p.m. in animals are usually only dangerous if they have anyone acting on behalf of that person, may make
reportwas
complaint
ful taking less than $300 after a shoplifting
the Chamber of Commerce been trained to he dangerous and that any restric- a complaint before the distnct court, charging the
ed at Wal-Mart at 2 13 pm Monday
the dog with harbonng a vicious
conference room Agenda
should include "vicious dogs- regardless of owner or keeper of complaint shall be served upon
Murray State University Police Department
items include director and tions
of the
copy
A
dog_
• A burned paper towel was reported in Blackburn Science
committee reports, as well breed.
the person so charged in the same manner and
"1 just don't think we should point out any par- subject to the laws regulating the service of sumBuilding room 462 at 1204 pm Monday It was burned earlier in
discussion on batting
as
ticular kind of dog.- Thompson said.
the day Murray Fire Department, Facilities Management and the
mons in civil actions directing him to appear for a
cages
state fire marshal's office were notified
According to a copy of the Mayfield ordinance, heanng of the complaint at a time fixed in the comTo report a Town Crier
•
— Information is obtained from reports. logs
vicious dogs were "a serious and widespread plaint. If the person fails to appear at the time fixed,
item. call 753-1916
their witand citations from various agencies
threat to the safety and welfare of the citizens.- or if upon a hearing of the parties and
person so charged is
the
finds
court
the
nesses,
reported
after
proposed
was
t
The amendmen
the owner or keeper of the dog in question, and
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be
destroyed
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Toddler's family seeks justice kentuckYlnBrief

By BRETT BARROUCIUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al') — Rosanna
Cano Quinteros fears the worst about the
person who killed her 4-year-old son --- that
it was someone the family knows.
The idea of what she called "a monster"
living near her in the neighborhood around Churchill
Downs has left her — and
many in the close-knit
community — shaken and
worried that children can
no longer play safely outside.
"There's no trust, no
peace, now that a child can
Aguilar-Carlo walk, can play," Cano, 39,
said Tuesday.
The comments by Cano and the boy's
father, Cesar Aguilar Quebedo, 29, were the
first since Louisville police positively identified a body found in a trash bag Saturday
as that of Cezar "Ivan" Aguilar-Cano.
Louisville Police It. Col. Tim Emington
said the case is being investigated as a homicide, but investigators have named no suspects.
"My son was close to home, so it had to
be someone close," Aguilar said. "It's a
monster who did this. I will track this person
down and kill him with my own hands. I
have to find this person."
Cesar was last seen alive June 29, playing outside of the apartment where he lived
near the home of the Kentucky Derby.
Neighbors told police that Cesar was a curious boy who would sometimes run around
the complex unsupervised. It wasn't uncommon for the boy to go inside open apartment
doors, they said.
Cano said her son's uninhibited behavior
may have led to his death at the hands of
someone familiar.
"Yes. I think so," she said, breaking
down in tears.
That idea worries the Rev. Ken Boehm,
the Churchill Downs chaplain. While some
of the barn workers at the track stay on the

.

Judge denies appeal to place
injunction on smoking ban

LOUISVILLE. K y I AP I
A state court of appeals judge denie4:
an appeal from local businesses to place an injunction on the city's,:
recently expanded smoking ban.
Judge Thomas Wine refused to overturn a previous ruling by
county circuit judge that allowed the ban to go into effect on July I.
Instead, a three-judge panel will meet with attorneys on July 24.
The ban prohibits smoking in all public places except fcie
Churchill Downs and any tobacco manufacturer that amducts„
research and development for tobacco products on site. The busit:.
ness owners say the law is arbitrary and too vague.
"We're pleased with the decision, and we're glad it does not
affect the smoking ban," said Chris Poynter, a spokesman for
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson.
In Wine's I2-page decision he said the plaintiffs "may ultimately prevail on the merits." Wine added the city's reasoning for':
exempting Churchill Downs may be problematic.
The city contends that the track is a unique business to the city,
doesn't compete with local restaurants and is governed by the state
through the Kentucky Horse Racing Authority. But Wine wrote second hand smoke at the track is just as harmful as it is at any bar of
bingo hall.
AP

Rosaline Cano, left, mother of Cesar "Ivan" Aguilar-Cano, 4, wipes her eyes during
a news conference Tuesday in Louisville, Ky., concerning the death of her son
Sister Larraine Lauter, right, acts as her interpreter.
grounds and inside the gate. others, like Laguanos said. -This is not an issue of
Cano Quinteros. stay in nearby apartments, immigration. It's an issue of murder now."
where there is less security.
For now, Cana and Aguilar are planning
"We tend to take our security for granted, Cesar's funeral in his native Santa Rosa,
being back here in this environment," Guatemala. Sister Larraine Lauter, an
Boehm said.
Ursuline nun who served as a translator for
While police have received more than the family at a press conference Tuesday,
100 tips and more than 350 people showed said getting the boy to Guatemala could take
up at Christ Chapel at Churchill Downs on weeks, and some family members must
Monday night for a memorial service, get- make sure they can leave and return to the
ting cooperation has been tough for investi- United States.
gators at times.
"I've been involved in cases that take
Miguel Laguanos, a family friend, said months," Lauter said.
the boy's slaying and the investigation have
Cano and Aguiar plan to return to
many fearful not only of a killer on the Louisville after the funeral. Cano said she
loose, but of the police, too. The idea of eventually wants to go back to work at
being deported may keep someone from Churchill Downs as a hot walker of horses
coming forward with valuable information, — a job she quit a few days after her son
Laguanos said.
disappeared. Before that, though, Cano
"Since many people believe the police wants to see the person that killed her son
department is the immigration department, I arrested and some peace return to her neighfeel that they will not get involved," borhood.
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Murder suspect linked to body
found in rusted barrel

LONDON, Ky.(AP)— An eastern Kentucky man already in jail
on murder charges has been charged with another killing after
authorities linked him to the body of a man found in a rusted metal
barrel.
Tony Hodge, 26, of London is accused of killing the man whose
remains were discovered in the barrel in Laurel County on June 21.
Hodge was already being held in the Madison County Detention
Center for allegedly killing Margaret Faye Jackson in January 2006.
Police have been unable to identify the body, but said information from a 2005 murder trial helped link Hodge to the killing.
Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney Jackie Steele said Hodge';
name came up during the murder trial of Brian Smith, who was con-victed of killing Abe Smith.
Brian Smith's attorney accused Hodge of killing Abe Smith:
.
because Abe Smith knew Hodge had killed another man and'.
allegedly dumped the body near where the body in the rusted barrel.
was found.
,Initial searches of the area were unsuccessful because the area.
was dammed up, creating a pond several acres in size. The pond was
drained eight months ago, and the remains were found last month by.
a man and his daughter. Police found a truck that had belonged M
Hodge nearby, detective Charles Loomis said.

150 Fort Campbell
Luckey baby born on lucky day, 07/07/07
soldiers return from Iraq
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (Al') — About 150 soldiers from the
101st Airborne Division returned to Fort Campbell on Tuesday
from Iraq.
The soldiers from the 594th Transportation Company logged
nearly 8 million miles transporting cargo across Iraq and Kuwait
with their Air Force counterparts. the Army said.
The company deployed separately from the division, which
returned last fall from a yearlong deployment.
The practice of sending units from a single division on staggered
deployments has become increasingly common under a Pentagon
transformation of the military that began shortly before the war in
Iraq.
The 101st, based at Fort Campbell on the Kentucky-Tennessee
border, is preparing to deploy again in the coming months. Some
units will return to Iraq while others will leave for Afghanistan.

Feds raid Knott County offices
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(Al') -- Federal authorities on Tuesday raided
government offices in an eastern Kentucky county with a history of
misspending funds.
The execution of a search warrant into Knott County's government offices came just a day before state officials planned to release
an audit on county spending, according to Joe Meyer, senior policy
adviser for State Auditor Crit Luallen.
Judge-Executive Randy Thompson confirmed the search, but
said he had "no idea why they're here."
FBI agents searched the offices of the judge-executive. the county clerk, the finance director and treasurer. Calls to the FBI were not
immediately returned.
Thompson, who replaced Donnie Newsome in October 2005,
suspected the investigation came from allegations that he traded
road-paving projects for votes.
The Republican judge-executive, who owns a local radio station,
denied the allegations. Thompson said the allegations stemmed
from partisan politics in the predominantly Democratic county.

CLARKSVILLE. Tenn.(AP) tions and most importantly, not
Their luck held out and didn't roll all sevens. She's the
— The Luckey family lucked to push.
EmLee was born at 1:22 a.m. sixth child in the family and was.
out when their baby girl was
"He kept saying, 'Five more CDT on the seventh day of the born weighing 7 pounds, 9:
born early — on the luckiest day hours.' Four more hours.' seventh month of the seventh ounces.
•
of the millennium.
'Three more hours," Kerry year of the millennium.
Depite a projected due date Luckey said.
However, the Luckey couple
of July 22, parents Kerry and
John Luckey of Clarksville were
hoping for a "Lucky 7" birth
date of 7/7/2007.
But as the day drew nearer,
the couple's chances weren't
looking good.
"Last week, I wasn't having
&Bone of Murray will be moving to our new location effective Monday, July
any
contractions,"
Kerry
Our new location will be 707
Street, Murray KY.
Luckey said.
Our office hours will be Monday, Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
But she also wasn't feeling
the baby move as much as usual.
and she told her doctor that dur
ing a routine checkup Friday at
Blanchfield Army Community
Hospital at Fort Campbell, Ky.,
where John Luckey is based.
The obstetrician decided to
induce labor early.
Serving You Since 1942
By Friday evening, her contractions sped up to five minutes
Main Office
apart. but the couple was deterBroadway,
Paducah, KY
918
mined to meet their goal and
www.BeltoneHearing.com
wait until Saturday.
"I didn't think she'd hold on
707 12th Street • Murray KY
till midnight." John Luckey
270-753-9558 or Toll Free 866-773-4327
said.
The dad held his wife's hand
and told her to think of something else during the contrac-
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Same gul
years later
on this morning in Destin. we woke to the sight and
sound of the breaking surf. While other members of my
family went down to the beach early to look for shells. I
stayed behind to make coffee and begin this diary entry.
Already I feel inhibited: writing a diary is after all much
more pnvate than a column or essay.
, But because this diary is also serving as a newspaper column. I must be at once introspective and candid, a hard
thing to pull off.
Looking out at the Gulf of Mexico
reminds me of the first time I saw the
gulf. With my father in seminary, my family spent five years in Fort Worth. Texas
from 1960 to 1965. Each summer we took
a short vacation, it seemed, either to Six
Flags Over Texas or to the Alamo. The
Texas heroes of the Alamo became my
personal heroes — banes Bowie. Sam
Houston. Colonel William Barret Travis,
and especially Davy Crockett.
As a boy I once wrote a letter to the
Home and
director of the Alamo, telling him of my
Away
interest, and he sent back All manner of
By James
Duane Bolin copied letters and memorabilia about those
Ledger & Times Texans who had died there. In our backColumnist
yard I took a stick and dramatically
scratched a line in the dirt. iniagining how
Colonel !Nisis had drawn a line in the sand, inviting all
those Teas freedom fighters wishing to stay and defend the
Alamo --- and to die — to cross the line. Everyone crossed
The line, and so did I.
: So we visited the Alamo on our summer vacations, but
line summer, our mother and father took my brother and me
all the was dov.ii to Galveston, and that is when I first
esperienced the gulf. A chronic worrier, my mother did not
allow in, brother and me to venture very far into the tide.
but I still remember the power and the majesty of the gulf.
We did the usual things. collected-Shelts-,
and-butiaaaand
castles, while our mother and father watched. We have photographs showing my mother in a dress and my father in
dress slacks and a white shin with the sleeves rolled up,
watching user us patiently I guess they took pictures of
each other since neither appear in the same photograph.
Now. by the gull in Destin. a row of blue chairs and
umbrellas hase been placed conveniently for guests. and
these same gulf waters, albeit farther to the east of Galse_stun. are as ins fling as ever. I situate myself, thinking that
beyond the horiatin to the east lies the west coast of Ronda. itit1 miles to the west. beyond Mobile. and New Orleans
and Houston lies Galveston. that magical place I have not
seen since I Was ten years old But Deson holds a magic
all its own
Much has changed in these more than 40 years. Evelyn
and I base a teenage min and a teenage daughter Our vacations. sometimes to our children's chagrin. hase through the
years tended more toward "academic vacations." rather than
amusement parks and beaches
(In sacation. Evelyn does not wear dresses and I do not
wear dress slacks and long-sleeved white shins. We seem to
read more than we play. (On this trip, we brought. each one
of us. staiks of hooks from Murray. and we visited a convenient Hallt's & Noble last night to procure a fresh stack
of NISIUMCs I Out children base decidedly more freedom than
In) brtsIllef And I had in the early 1960s.
Some things tune remained the same, howeser, since my
first look at the Gulf of Mexico Today, we seem to have
about the same allotment of worries And cares in this new
age of terrorism as we did during the days of the Cuban
Missile Crisis and es erything else that went with the Cold
atb au
We also, base and I know this to be true. just as much
lose for each other, as my miither and lather showed to my
hiother and me all those year. ago.
Bolin teaches in Murray States history itepartment
and I an be ontin fed at Juane lutlinvil murraystate.edu,
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Hillary campaigning on her faith
Some unknown author once said.
"Everybody should believe in something: I believe I'll have another
drink."
Democratic senator and presidential
candidate Hillary Clinton took a less
cynical and more substantive approach
to faith in a recent interview with The
New York Times. The quality and depth
of one's relationship with God should
he personal and beyond the judgment
of others, unless one is running for
president 'and chooses to talk about it
as pan of a campaign plan to win the
election.
Democrats have been encouraged and
coached by liberal evangelical Christian
Jim Wallis of Sojourners magazine to
talk about their faith in an attempt to
capture a small slice of the religious
vote that has amity gone to conservative Republicans in the last several
election cycles
In a Times' front-page story about
Sen. Clinton's Methodist faith, there are
pictures of her in Sunday school as a
young girl. pictures of two ministers
who "influenced Hillary Rodhamon
faith and 10421.31 responsibility." and two
pictures of her praying
One of the ministers from her youth.
Rev. Donald Jones, says of his messages then, "I wouldn't have focused so
much on personal salvation. I would
have focused more on social responsibility."
In theological circles this is known
as "works salvation." the notion that
one can do enough good deeds to earn
God's approsal and enter Heaven.
While James. the Apostle. writes "faith
without works is dead- (James 2:201.
he means that works done as a result
of •itV ing faith for the purists.. at lead-

ing others to that
same faith — not for
the sole objective of
improving one's own
circumstances on earth
— find approval in
God's sight. while
works that are separated from a saving
faith message are, as
the prophet Isaiah
Cal's
says about such
Thoughb human righteousness,
By Cal Thomas like "filthy rags" (IsaSyndicated
iah 64:6).
Columnist
Even the Times
suggests the destination of a strictly "social gospel": "Mrs.
Clinton sometimes was a guest speaker
at an adult Sunday school class, a class
that some members complained normally resembled Rotary Club lectures
•
because it often addressed nonreligious
topics." To paraphrase James, if faith
without works is dead, so also are
works without faith.
Liberal faith, which is to say a faith
that discounts the authonty of Scripture
in favor of a constantly evolving, polltested relevancy to modern concerns —
such as the environment, what kind of
SUV Jesus would drive, larger government programs and other "do-good"
pursuits — ultimately morphs into societal and self-improvement efforts and
jettisons the life-changing message of
salvation, forgiveness of sins and a
transformed life.
If the newspaper story is accurate,
this is where Mrs. Clinton is on her
faith: "In a bnef quiz about her theological views. Mrs. Clinton said she
believed in the resurrection of Jesus,
though she described herself as less

sure of the doctrine that being a Christian is the only way to salvation."
This is a politician speaking, not a
person who believes in the central
tenets of Christianity.
The same book that tells of the Resurrection, also quotes Jesus as saying "I
am the way. the truth and the life; no
one comes to the Father but by me"
(John 14:6). One might ask, which the
reporter did not, that if there are other
ways to God than through Jesus. why
did He bother to come to earth. allow
Himself to be crucified and suffer
rejection? He might have stayed in
Heaven and told people about a spiritual GPS system that would get them
there another way.
About the accuracy of Scripture.
Sen. Clinton serves up theological
mush: "The whole Bible gives you a
glimpise of God and God's desire for a
personal relationship (good. so far), but
we can't possibly understand every way
God is communicating with us. I've
always felt that people who try to
shoehorn in their cultural and social
understandings of the time into the
Bible might be actually missing the
larger point."
That is precisely the point of liberal
Christianity, to which Sen. Clinton subscribes.
Sen. Clinton is entitled to whatever
faith she wants to practice, but when
she uses it as an election tactic, she
should not be allowed to alter classic
Christian theology.

Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore
Ave., Suite 114, Buffalo. N.Y., 14207, or
tmseditors@tribune.com.

State Senate passes five bills
FRANKFORT. Ky. — On
Monday -- three days after
Gov. Hekher called the Genend Assemhh, into special se.suxi
the state Senate In an
oseiV•helmingly bipartisan
manner passed the use bills
on the gin CITIOr'S call
Senate Bill I Energy
incentise package tor a SA billion coal-to-liquid tic coal-tonatural gas plant with potential
sites in eastern and western
Kentucky
The building of the plant
would create up to 2.0110 constructim jobs with up 10 MU
permanent on- site 1(•hs Mi. is
J hugel% signihcant ek onoinik
impact notwithstanding the
thousands of at.kompan% mg
spin-oft 'oh% and ekonoinik
de% elopment opportunities
Scrute Bill
bons hill that
projects. both
ones In our

2. APPrurru
funds dorens of
vetoed and new
area. the Senate
authonted fund's to continue
building the physics and
sirs buildings at Murray State
Also, fund's are ink Ward for a
sone!, of the ‘onsuoction
needs of prime) and setiind
ary schools throughout the

gale.
Senate Bill 4 I egislation
that will exempt all acme
dots niilitara VAN Vobelhef
fnini the standing U.S. Armed
Tones. Reserves, or National
Guard. from 4W *COM(' tax
The hill would he retro...nye
to Jan. I. 3107, allowing minim), families a refund on the

Legislative
Update
By Sen Ken
Winters
R-Murray

portion
already
paid.
Senate
Bill 4- A
pretrial
diversion
program
for those
charged
with a
felony and
struggling
%all drug
addictKM
ilk NC who
Ate

ordered
into the
program by the mortal judge
could. upon completion of the
program. Tr-enter normal society free of drugs and without
the felony mark on their

monis The MI would also
create a voluntar) intensive,
secure treatment prtTram of at
least 210 beds tor those who
heist more serious addiction
pri'Nem%
Senate Hill 1 Limits state
agencies and unisersities from
uttering health insurance and
other benefits to anyone other
than empio),ces• immediate
families Among ihc,..r „Au,
..ould he included in such
plans air spouses and children.
whether natural txim, adopted.
those cared tor through legal
guantarrihap 01 CUNI11d7p, te,
slept-ft:Mien through marriage
Unfortunately, the state
House of Representartves left

Frankton without considering
any of these important issues.
In acconkuice with Section 80
of the Constitution. the governor has temporarily adjourned
the General Assembly and
called us back on July 30.
This else. the House time to
consider returning to Frxikfon
and acting in a manner consistent with the Constitution in
addressing the issues presented
by the gosernor and adioummg the extraordinary session.
It is my hope that the

11111111

House will see how Republicans and Democrats work
together in the Senate and
reach agreement with as on
these issues critical to Kentucky.
Sen. Ken Winters 12-Marray iv the chairrnan of the
Senate Education CiPnunittee.
He also serves on the Economic De'v'elopment. Tourism,
and Labor Conumnee and tilt'
Veterans, Military Affairs, and
Publn Protection Committee.
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Obituaries
Billie Raspberry
Billie Raspberry, 81, State Line Road, Hazel, died Tuesday July
10, 2007, at 11:05 p.m. at his home. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.

David Earl Last

David Earl Lovett, 78, Olive Hamlett Road, Benton, died
Tuesday. July 10, 2007, at 2:04 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Retired from the former Murray Division of the Tappan
Company, he was a member of T.L. Jefferson Lodge #622 of Free
and Accepted Masons. He was a member, deacon and Sunday school
teacher at Olive Missionary Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Carl Lovett and Eula
Johnson Lovett, and two sisters, Helen Hoganciunp and Katherine
Hillman.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Eva Nell Jones Lovett; two
daughters, Mrs. Shelia Clark and husband, R.C., Benton, and Mrs.
Nancy Younkin and husband, Jim, Louisville; one son, Lyndell
Lovett and wife, Joan, Hardin; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Curtis Harrell and Rev. Mark llweatt
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Barnett Cemetery, Hardin.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Bunning: Troop surge should be given
more time and a chance for success
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning said
Tuesday that President Bush's
troop buildup in Iraq should be
given more of a chance, and he
offered a grim scenario if
American forces are withdrawn
amid growing political pressure.
With the Senate poised to
again debate the Iraq war,
Bunning replied succinctly
when asked if he might support
a proposal putting U.S. troops
on track to leave Iraq in early
2008: "Hell no."
The Kentucky Republican
then offered his pessimistic
view of how events would
unfold should American forces
leave Iraq: "We have chaos. We
have civil war. We have Iran
dominating the Middle East."

Howard F. Yates

The funeral for Howard F. Yates will be Thursday at I p.m. at
Clark Avenue Church of Christ, Granite City, Ill. Rev. Gordon Jantz
and Rev. Philip Treat will officiate. Burial with military honors will
be at Sunset Hill Memorial Estates, Glen Carbon, ill.
Visitation will be at Irwin Chapel, 3960 Maryville
Granite City, from 5 to 8 p.m. today
Road,
,
gh
I
(Wednesday) and after noon Thursday at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Potter's
Orphan Home, Bowling Green, Ky., and will be
accepted at the funeral home.
Mr. Yates, 63, Granite City, died Sunday. July 8, 2007, at 6:30
a.m. at his home.
He worked for Osborn Hessey, Madison, Ill., for many years in
maintenance and was a member of Clark Avenue Church of Christ,
Granite City. He served during the Vietnam War with the United
States Marine Corps.
Born Sept. 13,1943, in Mayfield. Ky., he was the son of the late
Howard Aubrey Yates and Jeffie Larne Turnbow Yates.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Debra D. Myers Yates, to whom
he was married March 19, 1996, in Granite City; four sons, Howard
A. Yates and wife, Karen, Houston, Mo., and Josh Sartin, Gradie
Yates and wife, Kristy, and James Myers, all of Granite City; six
daughters, Susan Reinhardt and husband, Bob, St. Louis, Mo.,
of
Cindy Renfro, Donnellson, Ill., Amy Yates and Tara Yates, both
Cuba. Mo., and April Morgan and Kristy Morgan, both of Granite
City; one sister, Mrs. Katie Baugher, Madison; 18 grandchildren:
eight great-grandchildren.
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tors want Bush to adopt recommendations by the Iraq Study
Group, which identified a potential redeployment date of spring
2008.
The jostling over Iraq strategy comes as the Senate takes up
a defense policy bill, which will
include proposals ordering troop
withdrawals in the coming
months.
Bunning said that Bush's
troop surge, which sent some
30,000 additional soldiers to
Iraq, has been fully in place for
less than a month, yet many lawmakers are ready to declare it a
failure. Bunning said he would
reserve judgment until a
September report to Congress
by military commander Gen.
David Petraeus.

"I believe that we must truly
give General Petraeus a chance
to succeed in his mission,"
Bunning said.
Bunning said that calls have
trickled into his offices from
constituents speaking out about
the war. By contrast, he said, his
offices received 25,000 calls
about the immigration legislation.
He expressed frustration with
the performance of the U.S.backed government in Iraq,
which is under pressure to meet
targets for political, economic
and other reforms.
-They don't quite get it what a democracy means and
how important it is for their government to fulfill" the benchmarks. Bunning said.

DES MOINES,Iowa(AP)Presidential contender Barack
Obama Tuesday dismissed his
Democratic rivals' change of
heart on the Iraq war as too little
too late, while Hillary Rodham
Clinton urged a quick end to
U.S. involvement in the conflict.
Obama, an Illinois senator,
and Clinton, a New York senator, focused on the nearly 4 1/2
year war in dueling speeches
only a few city blocks apart in
the first-in-the-nation voting
state of Iowa. Senators will have
a chance to vote in the coming
days on whether to begin withdrawing U.S. forces from Iraq,

where the conflict has claimed
more than 3,600 U.S. lives.
-Being a leader means that
you'd better do what's right and
leave the politics aside because
there are no do-overs on an issue
as important as war," Obama
said, adding that the Iraq war
should never have been authorized or waged.
Obama, then a state lawmakAP
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Obama, Clinton focus on Iraq war in speeches
in Iowa as Senate prepares to debate the issue

Former surgeon general:
Bush officials interfered
for political reasons
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Clinton, along with West
Virginia Sen. Robert Byrd, will
introduce an amendment to
repeal congressional authorization for the war. It would require
President Bush to seek new
authority from Congress to
extend the conflict beyond Oct.
II, 2007, five years after the
original permission was given.
Obama is taking the lead on
amendments that would boost
funding for mental health services for veterans and require better government oversight of mil-

.4;

end the war in Iraq.
"Congress should no longer
facilitate the President's stubborn allegiance to his failed
strategy," Edwards said in a
statement. -The one way to support our troops and bring them
home is for Congress to exercise
its constitutionally mandated
funding power. force an immediate drawdown of 40,000-to
50010 troops and require withdrawal of all troops within about

aden

a year."
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Free gourd workshop will
be Thursday at the library

University Honors

Johnny McDougal of McGourd Creations will have a free gourd workshop
program on Thursday from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
In the conference room of the Calloway
County Public Library.
He will discuss uses, crafting techniques,
creation examples, types, tips on painting
and dyeing, woodburning, drying, cleaning, etc. Displays of McDougal's gourds
will be on display at the library through
July 31.
lo's
For more information call McDougal at
Datebook
By JO Blirkeun 753-6775.
Community
Benefit dinner on Friday
Editor
South Marshall Senior Citizens will have
4 benefit dinner for Daymon Turner's son who has been hurt
in a motorcycle accident on Friday at 5 p.m. The meal will
he ham and beans, slaw, corn bread and dessert for a $4 donation at the Senior Citizens' building at Hardin. The public is
urged to attend.

Photo provided
Valone Hunt displays the illustration she used in her presentation at the New Beginnings meeting

IA P Chapter meeting Thursday
MSU photo by Sherry McClain
Dr. Corky Broughton, chair of the department of wellness and
therapeutic sciences at Murray State University, left, congratulates Jessica Miller of Murray on being named a Service
Learning Scholar at the university's annual Honors Day program Jessica is the daughter of Bud and Donna Miller. She
expects to graduate in August 2007 with a major in therapeutic recreation.

By D.K. Kelley
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program for
New Beginnings

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Valorte Hunt was the speaker at the meeting of New
Beginnings Prison/Monistry
field at Westside Baptist Church
on July 7.
Hunt testified of the work
God is doing in her own lite ,
is well as the lives of the
iainilies in cnsis with which
she v.orks professionally and

Health Coverage
Made Easy.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help slirip6rt Many locS1 and shrine charitable activities.

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
MSC/ photo by Sherry McClain
Dr Corky Broughton. chair of the department of wellness and
therapeutic sciences at Murray State University. left. congratulates Ross Clark of Murray on being named a Service
Learning Scholar at the university s annual Honors Day program Ross is the son of Michael and Cathy Clark He expects
to graduate in August 2007 with a major in therapeutic recreation

Itit•

Robert Sillington Jr
270-753-4751

A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-8lX/-772-1213.
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Season pool passes available
Season pool passes at the Murray-Calloway County Central
Park pool are now available at half price from the original
pnce. For more information call Mike Sykes. aquatics director. at 762-0324. Regular hours of the pool are I to 6 p.m.
on Sunday and noon to 7 p.m.. Monday through Saturday.
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The Stanley Hopkins family reunion will be Sunday at
Hardin Community Center with a potluck meal to be served
at 1 p.m. All relatives and friends are invited. For more information call Reba Schroader at 753-6810 or Gracie Tucker at
437-4994.

SS representative to be at library
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Hopkins reunion on Sunday

The annual Golf Tournament of the Murray-Calloway County Need Line will be Fnday at the Murray Country Club. This
will be a four person scramble with a shot gun start at 1 p.m.
The entry fee will be $50 per individual. To be a sponsor.
550 will get you a 7 I/2 x 13 1/2 sign that will be placed
at one of the tee boxes with the name and location of the
business, church or individual making the donation. All donations are tax deductible. For more information call 753-6333.
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Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

Need Line Golf Tournament Friday
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Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Ethelene Darnell, Aaron Clayton and the Gospeltone
Quartet. There is no admission charge, but items for Need
Line will he accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666.

The third annual "Movies in the Park" will be Friday with
the movie being "Escape From Wildcat Canyon" starring Dennis Weaver and Michael Caloz. The festivities will begin around
7:30 p.m. This is sponsored by Harvest Land Ministries International. In case of rain the movie will be shown at the new
Harvest Land Hangout at 1306D South 12th St. For more
information call the church at 759-5107.

Hunt presents

II See Page 8A

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

'Movies in the Park' Friday

Photo provided
Carley Alexander and Elizabeth Whitt sang at the meeting of
New Beginnings

FUN & FASHION

F4uqay Chapter of International Association of Administrative Assistants (IAAP) will have its annual planning meeting
Thursday at 5 p.m. at August Moon Restaurant. Members are
urged to attend to finalize the program for the 2007-08 year.
For information contact Laura Dziekonski, president, at 8094816.

Theatres

CCHS Football Parents will meet

1006 Chestnut St
110 CHECKS
SCHEDULE G000 THRU JULY 19

moviesinmurray.com

SHOWT1MES BEFORE 6 PM
EVERYDAY

Ratatouille
G. 100- 340•645 •910
License To Wed
PG13• 1 30 • 3 35 - 20 - 92.r)
Live Free or Die Hard
PG13 1.20- 4:00 -.10 950
Ham Potter & The Orde
PG1J• 105 355- 705 -955
'Transformers
PG13.12-50 - 3-45 •650 91408
PG13 - 1 10 3 25 -;25 - 940

...mho" CM 933-1314

MSU photo by Sherry krieCiain
Scott Ellison. Student Government Association president at
Murray State University, left, presents the Max Carman
Outstanding Teacher Award to Dr Duane Bolin The award is
the most prestigious teaching award given at Murray State
Bolin is a professor of history at Murray State University and
a noted historian He specializes in the history of Kentucky
and has wntten several books the state and the Southern
Baptists Bolin has been a member of the department of history at MSU for 11 years In addition to teaching Kentucky history. Bolin leads the two-semester survey class of U S
History This summer he taught a Sports in America course
Bolin writes a weekly column about education for The Murray
Ledger & Times and is currently working on a biography of
lamed University of Kentucky basketball coach Adolph Rupp

Buil;.2nnouncemenls

Calloway County High School Laker Football will have the
annual parents meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. at the CCHS field
house All parents/guardians of CCHS football players are
encouraged to attend. Schedules, eligibility, team rules and several other topics will be addressed.

Southwest meeting Thursday

Southwest Elementary School Based Decision Making Council meeting for today was canceled. The council will convene
in a specially called meeting Thursday at 10 a.m. at the
school to have Title One consultation and conduct follow up
interviews in executive session

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray. next to St. John's
Episcopal Church For informatiori call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

TOPS to meet Thursday

Allison Marie Vonnahme

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #4-69
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m in the annex of
Calloway
Public Library The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie t'unningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173

Rich and DeeDee 5ininahnw of Murray Estates Dnse. Mur
ray, are the parents of a daughter. Allison Mane Vonnahme
horn on Enda,. June 29. 2(X17, Si II 54 a m at Murray -Cal
MHS Class of 1997 plans reunion
loway County Hospital
Murray High School Class of 1997 will have its 10-year
The baby weighed 6 pounds 7 ounces and measured 18.5 reunion on Saturday.
Aug. IS. from 7 p.m to midnight at 1
inthes A sister is Ashley
Edwards. Murray. For more information go to congers
come or
Grandparents are Mike and Pat Davenport and Richard and., call Angie Colson
Kimbro at 759-0554.
Sue Vonnahme
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Murray High School has released the honor roll for the second semester of school as follows:
NINTH GRADE
All As
Kullen C. Balthrop, Bailey E. Boyd, Faith Elizabeth Cooper, Jamie L. Courtney, Allison D. Crawford, Sarah E. Crouch,
Sara E. Darnell, Emily S. Denham, William G. Doran, Paul
H. Gong, Morgan E. Graham, Meghan C. Henry, Michael G.
Hyatt, Zachary L. Lambert, Carly J. Mathis, Michael B. On,
Mark A. Stubblefield, Daniel Robert Thile, Charles Dillon Ward
and Chloe E. Zimnierer.
All As and Bs
Claire C. Barnett, Megan Glenna Belknap. Emily G. Benson, Jordan M. Benton, Hannah B. Boone, Taylor F. Butler,
Hannah L. Cochran, Cassidy V. Copeland, Peiton J. Demuth,
Autumn R. Denton, Brook C. Downey, Juana Grano, Aneshia
N. Gray, Shelley L. Green, Timothy R. Greer, Donald J. Hutson, Shelby A. Johnson, Jeffrey Jon Koren, Selina V. Lajeret.
Michael G. Mangold, Daniel L. McGrew, Alexandra N. Nance,
Seth M. Parker-Bell, Matthew W. Ray, Corey J. Slaughter,
Morgan E. Steiner, Sarah K. Stevens, Aron T. Sweeney, Jacob
R. Thiede, Erin E. Trevathan, Jacqueline Elizabeth Vilardo,
Chelcie K. Winchester and Christopher A. Zimmerman.
10TH GRADE
All As
Alex M. Adams, Ali M. Adams, Grant T. Adams, Eric Tyler
Alvey, Jacob D. Bell, Dylan Wayne Benningfield, Rachel Anne
Bowman, Zachary Charles Buck. Nicolas P. Burnett, Christin
Gong. Stephen J. Hjerpe, Patrick G. Hughes, Mason Christopher Manning, Rebecca V. Raj and Jessica M. Whybark.
All As and Bs
Dana R. Arneson. Madelyn E. Basiak, Shelby L. Blalock,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rex Enoch - 1957 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rex Enoch - 2007 Katherine Marie Bloemer, Kristin Marie Campbell, Kaitlyn J.
Carpenter, Janay E. Coot, Jeffrey B. Darnall, Abby C. Dowdy,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rex Enoch, 608 VanDyke Church of Christ, Paris,
Tenn.,
Mr. Enoch is the son of the late Fred Alyssa F. Erickson,
Anne R. Ferguson, Robert J. Garland, Sarah
Brandon Rd., Hazel, will celebrate their by Roy Enoch, brother of the groom.
and Ruth Enoch of Hazel. He is a retired E. Garth, Allyssa
R. Green, Seung Yeon Ha, Caitlin A. Her50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. July
Their attendants were Wallace Parker, tool and die maker.
rington, Nolan M. Jackson, David 0. Kuykendall, Hyo Jae
IS, 2007, in the annex of Green Plain brother of the bride, Eugene
Burkeen,
Their children are Charles Enoch and Lee, Sudan Naveen
Loganathan, Alexis D. Lowdermilk, Beau
Church of Christ, 3980 Murray-Paris Rd., Ruthie Parker, sister-in-law of the bride,
wife. Betty, and Steven Enoch and wife, Nicholas Mason,
Katie A. McAllister, April Y. McCreary, Sarah
Hazel.
and Jeanette Parker Lindsey, sister of the Melody, all of Hazel, and Larry Enoch
K. McNutt, Brandy A. Owen, Courtney B. Perry, Robert C.
All relatives and friends are invited to bride.
and wife, Teresa, Murray.
Puckett, Brooke L. Salley, Rebecca Renee Sem, Chastin C.
the celebration from 2 to 4 p.m. The
Mrs. Enoch is the daughter of the late
Their seven grandchildren are Aman- Sheppard, Joseph C.
Smith, Sydney A. Smith, Lynley A. ,Sulcouple requests that guests not bring gifts. Clyde and Beatrice Parker of Mansfield,
da, Alyson, Zachary, Seth, Tristan, Logan livan, James Keaton
Tate, Ethan C. Thomason, Keniesha Marie
Mr. Enoch and the former Margrette Tenn. She is a retired bus driver for
the and Meredith Enoch.
Tuck, Amanda S. Walker, Nathan James Watson, Grace H.
Parker, were married July 16, 1957, at Calloway County School System.
Wellinghurst and Flayley Elizabeth Wright.
11TH GRADE
AllAs
Cohn W. Capps, Luis Cignoni, Bradley N. Cobb, Brett J.
Gibson, Haley J. Haverstock, Matthew D. Parker, Laken E.
Peal, Logan B. Pierce, Dorothy D. Rideout, Chess R. Volp,
Caitlin M. Williams and Callie L. Wilson.
All As and Bs
Kristin J. Addison. Trent H. Beisel. Courtney T. Billington,
Sarah Lashae Brown, Mary K. Burgess, Catherine R. Crass,
Madeah D. Daubert, Hailey C. Dean, Ashley Nicole Edison,
Whitley J. Evans, Maria Sarah James, Marvin Thomas Johnson, Shawn A. Kinsey, Yoon-lin Na, Samuel D. Rchardson.
Addie L. Rigsby. Cody M. Seely and Jessica Michelle Smith.
12TH GRADE
All As
Tucker Bruce Adams, Bradley R. Black, Kathleen L. Brownson. James A. Campbell, Shraddha Chadradhar, Sarah F. Doran,
Toni C. Duffy, Andrew B. Fannin, Sarah M. Hines, Joshua C.
Hyatt, Darlene E. Kipphut, Sarah E. Kuykendall, Blair E. Lane,
Margaret P. Lollar, Alan Andrew Manning, Colleen E. McCoy,
Alycia C. McCreary, Amanda D. Peebles, Haley Kay Phillips.
Taylor M. Pierce, Will M. Pitman, Christopher L. Roberts.
Lauren Rebecca Taylor, Alissa Hope Thomason. Luke A. Welch,
Amy C. White, Daniel L. White and Emily Rose Yancey.
All As and Bs
Brittany Paige Allen, Robert A. Arneson. Elizabeth Haley
Ballard, Jordan B. Belcher, Wesley S. Bolin, Matthew P Collins,
Katelyn Elizaeth Crane, Jasmine B. Crosier, Katherine R. DeCillo, Alexandria M. Farris, Sundari Mitzi Fernandez, Amy L.
Futrell, Sarah K. Garrison, Brandi J. Greer, Danny Joe Hutson, Angelique N. Jones. Kaeleigh M. Jones, Matthew Braxton Jordan, William Thomas Kemp, Ashlee Veronica Lehrrnann.
Ezra F. Leslie, Dacia R. Mansfield, Steve Blake McCuiston.
Willie F. Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barrow celebrated their 60th wedding
Willie F. and Martha A. Jackson of Murray will celebrate Robert Coley Miller, Stephen K. Montgomery. R.V. Oliver.
anniversary on Sunday. June 24, 2007, with a family cookout
Anessa Brook Ortner, Casey T. Parker-Bell, Meagan R. Pemtheir 50th wedding anniversary on Friday. Aug. 3, 2007.
at the home of their daughter in Aurora.
They were married at the Dexter-Hardin United Methodist ber. Elizabeth S. Powell. Samantha S. Thurman, Alexander W.
Mr. Barrow and the former Martha Morris were married
Church parsonage with Rev. Robert Dodson officiating. Loret- Wellinghurst and Yan Yeung.
June 28. 1947, at First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton,
ta Culver Jobs and Edgar Doores were their attendants.
in a ceremony officiated by Dr. H. Franklin Paschall.
Mrs. Jackson retired as secretary at First United Methodist
Their attendants were the bride's brother and sister-in-law.
Church.
Murray. in 1991 after 16 years of service.
Charles and Edith Morris.
Mr. Jackson retired from Murray Independent Schools as
Mrs. Barrow is the daughter of the late Odie and Ola Byars
Morris. She and her five siblings grew up in the areas around interim superintendent in 2002 after 41 years of service.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Karen Clendenning and husHazel and Puryear. Tenn.
Mr. Barrow is the son of the late George W. and Katie band. Gary, of Bartlesville, Okla., and one son, Wayne JackArmintie Noel Barrow. He and his five siblinn.grew up in son and wife. Kelly, of Murray.
Their three grandsons are Ryan Clendenning of Bartlesville
the Model. Tenn., area of what is now the Land Between the
and Ben and Dan Jackson of Murray.
Lakes.
The couple will celebrate with family and friends at Mr.
Mrs. Barrow made a career as a stay-at-home mom. Mr.
10215 Shady Grove Road • Buchanan, TN 38222
Barrow was a carpenter and construction foreman in both Bill's at Grand Rivers on Tuesday. July 24, 2007.
home-building and commercial construction while rearing their
children in Hazel. Mr. Barrow then retired and he and Mrs.
Barrow farmed tobacco at their Puryear, Tenn., address for a
number of years. Later Mr. Barrow returned to his trade with
Speaker — Bob Haley
Barrett Construction of Paris. Tenn., retiring some three years
ago.
Their three children are Mrs. Carol Barrow Wicker and husSong Leader — Bobby C. Stubblefield
le, sign ups
band. Morris. Aurora. Mrs. Ruth Ann Barrow Taylor and husG,00g On
band. Wally, Hardin. and Dwayne Barrow and wife. Debra. of
Paris, Tenn.
Ask For
Sunday — 11 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Their grandchildren are Leslie Dale Wicker and wife. Kim-;\
Dan or Sue
berly, Grantsville, Utah; Brandi Taylor Greenfield and husband,
Monday - Wednesday — 7:30 p.m.
Chris. Murray: Clint Taylor and wife. Sarah. Paducah; and
$08 Chostnut
Craig and Kane Barrow, Paris. They have one great-grandson.
Pot luck dinner Sunday after services.
Stripe
Keagan Wicker, and a great-granddaughter, Caitlyn Wicker. due
July 4.

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barrow
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You are invited to a Gospel Meeting!

BETHLEHEM
CHURCH OF CHRIST
July 15th - 18th, 2007
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After Inventory Sale
Doors Open Today at 12:00.
Take the afternoon off and save
from noon until ten only.

dowahares

The Red line Pr ce of

Biggest sale
of the season!
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Linda Avery attends
Circuit Court Clerks
Summer conference

Morro,Ledger

Timor ,

beciolinys

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
2007 Circuit Court Clerks Summer Conference examined
issues of domestic violence and
the important role circuit court
clerks play in these sensitive
cases. Linda Avery. circuit court
clerk for Calloway County, participated in the conterence.
which was hosted by the Administrative Office of the Courts
1A0C) in Lexington June 20-

non throughout Kentucky. The
KACCC is a sponsor of Trust
for Life.
Guest speakers included Dr.
Ned Websclide of the National Domestic Violence Fatality
Review Initiative. U.S. Department of Justice; Gretchen Hunt,
staff attorney for the Division
of Child Abuse and Domestic
Violence, Kentucky Cabinet for
Health and Family Services;
Pamela Murphy, assistant attor'The Office of Circuit Court ney general and manager of
Clerk frequently deals with the Medicaid Fraud and Abuse
dinnestic violence issues, said Control Division, CommonClark County Circuit Clerk wealth of Kentucky Office of
David N. Hunt, who is also the Attorney General; and
president of the Kentucky Asso- Sheila Mason. legislative record
ciation of Circuit Court Clerks compiler for the Kentucky LegKACCCI. We wanted to islative Research Commission.
ensure that circuit clerks know Also presenting were Kenton
how to handle these important County Circuit Judge Steven
ases appropriately and with Jaeger, AOC Deputy General
sensitivity."
Counsel Sara Boswell Dent,
The circuit clerks attended State Law Librarian Jennifer
sessions on human trafficking. Frazier and AOC Technology
elder abuse. Circuit Court cnm- Services General Manager Neal
mai procedures. legislative Miller.
updates and new court technoloThe Department of Judicial
gies. A panel of experienced Branch Education of the AOC
circuit clerks offered their col- provides annual training conleagues advice on how to apply ferences for circuit clerks, who
sound pnnciples to their daily are responsible for managing
verations. Jason New.. direc- the records or Kentucky's Cirtor of
the Administrative cuit and District courts. The
Office of the Courts, spoke at Administrative Office of the
the close of the conference.
Courts supports the activities
Representatives from Trust 01 nun() than 3.500 Court of
for Life gave a presentation Justice employees,including the
on the ongoing charitable cam- elected offices of Justices,
paign to promote organ Jona- judges and circuit court clerks.

Red Cross Blood Drive
will be Friday at MHS
By LARRY DOYLE
Blood Drives chairman
(iii l•riday between main
and 5 p m . a Red Cm.. Blood
Drive will he held at the Murray High School building.
INuan Road, Murray. Please
don't forget the blood drive
Be a hero and set aside an
hour or so to make your donation on Friday
Remember one pint of blood
,in pruv RIC Me sustaining benefits for ihrcc people. Only
vou c.sn provide hle-sav ing
blood It can't be done with
'Utyour help
Become a Menthe,' of an
vclusive group The 5 percot of the eligible Untied States
population that Jowl's donates
blood Plan to donate blood
every 56 days 18 weeks) and
entourage others to gl‘e blood
First time donor, ,ire high'
)
apprek wed'
In addition to a tree 1-shm.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jon-Michael Ray Hill
Danielle Elizabeth Cain of Benton and Jon-Michael Ray
Hill of Paris. Tenn., were married Saturday, June 2, 2007. at
the Luther F. Carson Four Rivers Center, Paducah.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Cain of
Benton.
The groom is the son of Mrs Lisa Ellison and Michael
Hill. both of Paris. Tenn.
Dr. David Comperry officiated at the ceremony.
Music was by Donnie Hendrix, pianist and Marianne Stonefield, vocalist.
Kristin Windsor of Hopkinsvillc was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Cecelia Gerald of New Harmony. Ind., and
Marianne Stonefield of Alexandria. Va.
Justin Mowrey of Murray was the best man. Groomsmen
were Chris Pafford of Beaver Dam and Justin Doom of Smithland.
Following the ceremony a sit down dinner reception was
served in the Myre River room of the Carson Center.
The bride received her bachelor of science degree in public relations:
from Murray State University.
The groom is a sub-sea operator for Eaton Oil Tool Rentals,
-out of Lafayette. La.

each participant will be entered
'in a region-wide drawing for
a $500 gasoline gift card.
'Ti be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old (no upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
the Gentry House Homein the last 56 days, and show
less
Shelter and Merryman
Red Cross donors card, picture ID or two of any other House Domestic Crisis Center,
forms of identification. A health both of Murray. are partnering
up and asking for help with
review will he conducted by
the staff to determine eligibil- items needed to assist clients
that have been misplaced from
ity to give blood.
their permanent homes Many
Refreshments will be served
of these individuals have chilDales for the next blood
drives are Friday. July 20. from dren
Current items need are
1 to 6 p.m. at Hazel Baptist
Church Family Life Center. kitchen trash hags. toilet paper,
101 Gilbert St.. Hazel. and on paper towels. shampoo and conFriday. 'July 27. from 1 to 6 ditioner, dish soap. laundry
p m. at MCC Depot. Murray.
[Nino!. at these two dris es will
aim, he entered in the $500 gasoline gift card drawing

•Hunt ...
From Page 6A

in ministry She displayed an
illustration of how change
etlekts the lives of all of us.
The group was asked to
work a puzzle which had to
incorporate 'change' in the
proper way.
the inspirational sign language and music was experience by those present AN Carley Alexander and Elizabeth
Whitt presented the song. "I Can
Only Imagine'
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Nancy (Elizabeth) Foster and Brandon Oliver Brockwell
were married in a private ceremony on Thursday. July 5, 2007.
Graduates of Murray State University, the bnde is employed
as an account manager for Holley Office Products and the
groom is employed as a radio personality for Electric 96.9.
Mrs. Brockwell is the daughter of Kenneth and Carol Foster of Murray.
Mr. Brockwell is the son of John and Karen Selstad of
Farmington and Tim and Lawanna Brockwell of Somerville.
Ala.
A reception will be held in their honor on Saturday. July
28, at 3 p.m. at the Woodmen of the World building on C.C.
Lowry Drive. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Center for Health & Wellness
hosting educational events
during month of July

The Center for Health & also hosting First Aid and CPR
Wellness will be offering sev- Training on Saturday. July 14
eral educational events during from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
the month of July, which will Center for Health & Wellness.
detergent, bleach, cleaning sup- be offered to members, Mur- Cost will be
$50 for First Aid
plies, towels, washcloths, ray-Calloway County Hospital and CPR or $45
for CPR only.
kitchen linens, pot holders. employees, as well as the gen- For more information, contact
alarm clocks and old cell eral community.
the Amencan'Red Cross office
phones.
The
Miracle
Moments at 753-1421.
Items may be taken to their Maternity Center will be offerAdditionally, the American
office at 629 Broad St., Ext.. ing Prepared Childbirth Class- Red Cross is also hosting Kid
between the hours of 8 a.m. es at the center for Health & Training Camp on Monday,July
and noon. Monday through Wellness on Mondays, July 16 16 through Friday, July 20
Thursday. Both officers are and 23 from 7 to 9 p.m. Pre- from 9 a.m. to noon at the
United Way agencies and locat- registration is required for all Center for Health & Wellness
classes. For more information, Classroom. The cost is $40
ed in the same building.
For more information call to pre-register for the classes per student. The deadline to
or to arrange for a personal- register is July 13. For more •
761-6802 or 759-2373.
ized tour of the Miracle information, contact the AmerMoments Maternity Unit, call ican Red Cross office at 753Elizabeth Khadem sat 762- 1421.
1940.
The Center for Health &
The American Red Cross will Wellness will be offering free
The next New Beginnings
meeting will be Saturday. July be offering Baby Sitter Train- monthly screenings on Tues21, at 6:30 p.m. at Westside ing Classes at the Center for day. July 17 from 8 a.m. to
Health & Wellness Classroom 3 p.m. for vision/glaucoma.
Baptist Church.
Ryker and Jennifer Wilson on Thursday and Friday. July blood pressure, and osteoporowill present the music and the 13 adn 14, from 8 a.m. to sis heel scans. Those interestprogram. The theme will be noon. The class is for youth ed should call the Center for
about working God into our ages II through 15 years old. Health & Wellness and set up
lives through a daily walk with The cost is $40 per person. an appointment at 762-1348.
Join Stephanie Duncan, exerJesus as our Savior and best Pre-registration is required for
all classes. For more informa- cise specialist, will give her edufriend.
Linda and Ron Wnght. direc- tion, or to pre-register for the cational session titled -Fitness
tors of New Beginings. invites classes, call the American Red Myths- on Wednesday. July 18
from noon to 12:30 p.m. in
the public to attend these meet- Cross at 753-1420.
The American Red Cross is the Center for Health & Wellings.
ness Classroom. Take 30 minutes out of your busy day to
learn popular fitness myths and
how to determine if they are
true or not. For more information, contact the center at
762-1348
Registered Dietitian. Rebecca Wnght will be teaching a
of Murray LW
discussion on Hemochromatosis on Tuesday, July 24 from
II to 11:30 a.m. at the Center for Health & Wellness ClassPUBLISHED WEEKLY 0
room. Come learn about the
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR
most common form of iron
MURRAY, KY 42071
overload disease. For more
EDITORS: DODD,PIERCE &NYERT
information, contact the center ;
at 762- I 348.
Jane Bnght. will be offering UV Safety on Monday.
July 30 from 6 to 7 p.m. at
the Center for Health and Wellness Classroom. For more information, contact the center at
762-1148.
For more information on programs at the Center for Health
& Wellness call 762-11-0t
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July Birthdays

Audie Byars - July llth

Charles Clayton - July 25th
Mary Stafford - July 25th
Beth Wilson - July 26th
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Fern Terrace admits residents
equally without regard to race,
color, religion or national origin.

SUNNY SLOPE CHURCH OF CHRIST
444. Old Mayfield Rd - Paducah. Keehocky 4203
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Monday is final acreage
reporting date for crops,
except small grains

African-American Heritage honored

be gospel music at 6:15 p.m. followed by an
oral history presentation of African
Americans in Western Kentucky at 7 p.m.
Saturday will feature a golf tournament
in the morning, a picnic at 1 p.m. and a tour
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Farm Service Agencies are reminding
of Cherokee Park at Kenlake State Resort
agricultural producers of the acreage reporting requirements that
The weekend will honor the rich African
Park. Cherokee is the site of a former state
must be met prior to receiving program benefits, a release from State
American culture arid heritage and will feaFSA Executive Director Jeff Hall read.
park for blacks during the days of segregafor guests including an
Filing an accurate acreage report for all crops and land uses, ture several activities
tion. At 6 p.m., there will be a Kentucky
including failed acreage and prevented planting acreage, can prevent old style picnic, live music, presentations on Chautauqua presentation of Miss Dinnie
African-American history in western Thompson, who was born a slave and after
the loss of benefits for a variety of programs.
Monday,July 16, is the final date to certify all crops, except small Kentucky and a golf tournament.
the Civil War worked in Louisville.
grains, including the Conservation Reserve Prograrn (CRP).
There will also be tours of the park arid Thompson is portrayed by Erma J. Bush of
Producers must report acreages to maintain eligibility for Price lodge, which was renovated this year and Louisville. The evening will end with gospel
Support Programs, Noninsured Crop Assistance Programs (NAP), has earned a three-diamond rating from the music at 7 p.m.
CRPs and Direct and Counter-Cyclical Programs.
American Automobile Association.
The Lake Barkley lodge, designed by
All cropland on all farms must be certified to remain eligible.
The program will begin Friday at 6 p.m. Edward Durrell Stone, features 3 1/2 acres
Additional information is available at the Calloway County FSA
with a welcome by the park staff. There will of glass offering outstanding views of Lake
office.
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Special to the Ledger
CADIZ, Ky. — Lake Barkley State
Resort Park will hold its first "Tribute to
African American Heritage Weekend" on

Barkley. Constructed of Western Cedar,
Douglas fir, the Barkley Lodge complex
provides a lake view from the private balconies of most of the 120 rooms and four
suites. The park is named after the late Vice
President Alben Barkley, a native of western
Kentucky.
There are also cottages, the Windows on
the Water Restaurant, a campground, 18hole golf course, fitness center with indoor
pool, marina, fishing, tennis courts, hiking
trails, gift shop and recreational and nature
programming.
visit
information,
more
For
www.parks.ky.gov or call the park at 1-800325-1708. Special weekend packages are
available.

Program looks to put locally-grown produce on college campus tables
What in the world would a
column like this have to do
with a one-year pilot program
in the University of Kentucky's
College of Agriculture?
We all like to eat, don't we?
And
when we
travel
throughout
Kentucky,
even if it's
for a day,
you can
almost bet
the trip
Out & About involves a
... Kentucky meal or two.
That's where
Style
the new
By Gary P.
Food
West
Systems
Syndicated
Initiative in
Columnist
the
University
.1 Kentucky College of
Agriculture program comes M.
Bob Perry coordinates the
program, and as the former
director of food service for the
Kentucky Department of Parks,
he knows all about dealing with
locally-grown produce and
other food products. He was
responsible for getting fruits.
vegetables, local farm meats
and dairy goods on state park
menus.
Perry has a varied career in
the food industry. Over the last
25 years he has worked as an
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restaurants.
Locally-grown produce beig studied for use in Kentucky's college campus
together in order to make things do occasional class lectures and
executive chef that included
seminars, and work with county
happen."
his
and
,
restaurants
and
hotels
extension agents in setting up
an
He admits to not being
involvement with the Kentucky
programs that will benefit local
expert in agricultural or food
Tourism Council added to his
and ultimately restaufarmers
of
years
his
but
ing,
manufactur
state wide exposure.
rants.
experience give him the ability
"We've been working to
And what does this mean to
establish this' program for-smite to network and bring people
the consumer? Better,
you,
together.
time," Perry says. "And this
food when you go out to
fresher
new
promoting
be
the
in
will
right
Perry
be
will allow us to
when you stay home
Or
eat.
food enterprises in Kentucky,
middle of pulling opportunities

and fix it yourself.
As vegetables travel from
the field to market, they can
lose moisture, changing them
from crisp and firm to shriveled
and soft. Farmers markets and
farm stands, grocery stores that
feature local products and home
grown gardens are often the
best sources for fresh produce.
Perry sees the Food Systems
Initiative role as assuring this
continues across Kentucky. He
also wants to implement a new
program that could impact food
services at Kentucky colleges.
The University of Kentucky
Dining Services is currently
testing the feasibility of using
locally grown produce in all 20
campus restaurants.
"They've been trying to buy
local, and coming from State
Parks where we had 21 different restaurants, I've got the
experience to help."
Perry's passion to pulling
together a locally-based food
system has its roots from some
of his background that included
living and cooking in France.
He offered that the French food
system revolves around local
availability, with restaurant
menus that change with the season.
Perry points out that a locally-based system has a number
of advantages.
"We can keep the farms in

family hands so they don't have
to sell out," he said. "And,
also, the food is safer. You
know where it's from. You
know how it was handled. You
know how it was raised, and
how it was processed. The
food is much better. It's much
fresher and you have a huge
economic impact on small rural communities."
When dining out, some
restaurants will tell you on their
menus that some of their products are grown locally and
served only when in season.
Even if they don't, it's sometimes fun to ask the waitperson.
Nancy Cox, Associate Dean
for Research in the UK College
of Agriculture, says that the
new Food System Initiative
now gives the college a sector •
that helps take the state's food
products from those who grow
it to those who eat it.
"We've done a lot of planning on how we might capitalize on all those strengths," said
Cox,"and having a coordinator
for the overall program is a significant first step in our overall
program planning."
Let's hope this becomes
more than just a pilot program.
It seems to me that we all win
when we eat locally-grown.
Gary P West can be reached
at west1488@bellsouth.net
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on all EZtrak" Series zero-turn mowers

Mow with the
greatest of ease.

Cr-

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Your Touchstone Energy® letl,
Cooperative

All models only available
at your local John Deere Dealer

-ee

The regular Annual Meeting of Members of West Kentucky
held
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation will be
at
School
Saturday, July 14,2 p.m. at Graves County Middle
s
Mayfield, Kentucky. Registration, snack lunch and activitie
issue
July
your
will begin at 12 noon. Members please check
of Kentucky Living magazine for you annual meeting notice.
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EZtrak" 2225

Hoak- Z445
Our most powerful and smoothest ri4e.
25-hp Kawasaki engine•54 -Inch Edge" Cutting System
•8 mph ground speed • 18-inch high-back seat

18 5-hp Briggs 8 Stratton engine•42-inch Edge"
Cutting System •7 mph ground speed
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23-hp Briggs & Stratton engine •48-inch Edge
Cutting System •8 mph ground speed
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972 CHESTNUT ST.
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at Exit 24(Hwy 121)
In Mayfield, exitfrom the Pun-luise Parkway
light at the entrance
the
at
right
turn
go appmximately one block north,
to the middle school.
school
high
the
of Graves County High School. Go past
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Coast to coast,
border to border,
nation feelin' heat
the
NEW YORK(AP) --- Even industrial-size fans couldn't beat
heat in Hell's Kitchen on Tuesday.
Manhattan
John Alaimo, manager of a Um repair shop in the
little to
neighborhood. said the fans only blow hot air around, doing
keep his mechanics cool.
going," he
"I buy these guys gallons of water just to keep them
said. "I can't afford to put air conditioning in here."
temperThe city put up a valiant fight against the second day of
In
coast.
to
coast
from
country
the
gnpped
heat
as
atures in the 90s
Park
Medford, Ore., the temperature was forecast to hit 105. Central
record set in 1993, but
saw a high of 92, well below the 102-degree
enough.
t
still unpleasan
More than a week of high temperatures across the West has raised
wildfire concerns. Conditions have gotten "super-dry," said Roger
ion
Peterson, a spokesman for the Northwest interagency Coordinat
L'enter. "And it's only going to get drier over the next few days."
In the East, the heat spread AS far south AS Virginia. where temGREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
peratures in the 90s prompted state officials to issue a hazardous
ures to perform somgi
temperat
break in Tuesday afternoon's
UP ON THE ROOF: Ted Lovett of Murray took advantage of a
weather alert. Richmond opened three cooling shelters Monday.
and Woodlawn streets
The West Virginia town of Bluefield offered free lemonade minor roof maintenance on a house at the corner of Poplar
folbefore,
day
the
degrees
90
surpassed
res
temperatu
after
Tuesday
lowing a decades-old tradition.
In Washington. D.C.. forecasters predicted a high of 96 degrees.
which would feel like 101 with the humidity.
New Jersey was more like a hothouse than a Garden State on
Tuesday as the humidity made it feel like 100 degrees in some
places. But after thunderstorms moved through in early afternoon,
was
delaying flights across the Eastern Seaboard, the temperature
said.
officials
City,
down to 85 in Trenton and 88 in Atlantic
A state office building in Philadelphia. where the temperature
was in the low 90s, was closed because cooling systems weren't
4
working properly. About 1.000 state employees work in the 18-story
reopen
to
expected
was
building
the
building:
downtown
Wednesday
In New York. park officials said they would keep the city's 52
outdoor public pools open at least an extra hour. Nearly 300 cooling
centers were opened for people without air conditioning.
Firefighters opened hydrants fitted with special sprinkler caps to
douse squealing children.
The operator of New York state's electrical grid said power use
was expected to peak Tuesday at more than 32A/00 megawatts.
enough electricity to power about 32 million homes, as people
cranked up their air conditioners.
The weather was expected to ease somewhat Wednesday. with
high temperatures in the mid-80s.
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NEW!

New Merriam-Webster
dictionary includes 100
added words, including
'ginormous,"Bollywood'
h as a gmormous year for the
API
SPRINGFIELD. Mass
wordsmiths at Memam Webster
Along with embracing the adjective that combines "gigantic" and
'enormous:. the dictionary publishers also got into Bollywood,
sudoku and speed dating
But their interest in India's motion-picture industry, number puzzles and trendy ways to meet people was all meant for a higher
AU\C updating the ompany's collegiate dictionary, which goes on
sale this tall with about 1(10 newly added words
As always. the yearly list gives meaning to the latest lingo in pop
culture. technology and current events
There's "crunk." a style of Southern rap music, the abbreviated
"DVR." for digital video recorder, and "LED." shorthand for the
improsised explosive devices that have become common in the war
in Iraq
If it sounds as though Memam-Webster is dropping its buttoneddown image with too much talk of "srriackdowns"'contests in entertainment wrestling) and "telenovelas" (Latin-American soap
operas), consider it also is adding "gray literature"(hard-to-get written material) and "microgreen"(a shoot of a standard salad plant )
No matter how odd some of the words might seem, the dictionary editors 41.\ each has the promise of sticking around in the
A ITIent an vocabulary
—There will he linguistic consers once% who will turn their nose
up at a word like 'ginorrnous.— said John Morse. MemamWebtter's president "But it's become a part of our language It's
used by professional writers in mainstream publications It ckarly
has staying power
One of those naysayers is Allan Metcalf, a professor of English
at Mac- Muffles College in Jacksonville. III . and the executive secretor, ill the American Dialect Society
"A new word that stands out and is ostentatious IN going to sink
like a kid halltsin." he said "It might enjoy a fringe existence"
But Merriam Webster traces ginormous back to 1948, when it
appeared in a British dk honor) of military slang And in the past
several sears, its use has hecome. well. ginormous
Visitors to the Springfield-based dictionary publisher's Web site
pocked "ginormous" as their favorite word that's not in the diction41cmom Webster editors have spotted it an count11
are in 200i, and /
magazine articles since 2000
and
r
less newspape
That s essential's the critena for making it into the collegiate clic
if a word shows up often enough in mainstream writing,
ti.stsars
the editors consider defining it
us.
But as editor Jim Lowe puts it "Nobody has to use 'ilinorino
(they don t want to"
For the mord, he doesn't
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I r
$823 First Day -20 words or less
Over 21) wards $.54) each
Additional Consecutive pays: S.12 per word per day.
$335 extra for Shopper (Mon. Classifieds go into Shopping
Untie)
11%1.00 extra for blind box ads.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours
: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-CI-00205

PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

'Lot No. 1 in Section E and Part of Lot No. 2 in Section E
in the Meadow Lane
Subdivision to the TOwn of Murray, Kentucky as shown by
corrected plat of
record in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
in Deed Book 103.
Page 459. and more particularly described as follows
Beginning at the Northwest corner of James T Armbruster
's Lot, Deed to said
Armbruster's Lot being recorded in the Office of the Clerk of the
Calloway
County Court in Deed Book 107, Page 501, and Deed Book 107,
Page 502.

thence. West with the said fence row and the meandenng
s of the creek in
Northwesterly direction to the East right-of-way of South
16th Street.

a

thence, East with the South side of Johnson Boulevard approximat
ely 155 feet to
the point of beguining."
Being the same property conveyed to Robert G Miller and Donna L
Miller, by
deed dated March 13, 1979, of record in Deed Book 159, Card 1769,
in the Office
of the Calloway County Clerk
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis
of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (301 days, the purchaser shall
deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond
with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from
the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days
A lien
shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes,
if
any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commiesioner, but the property
shall
be sold subject to the 2007 ad valorem taxes
This 27th day of June, 2007.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF'

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANT'
,

By virtue of• Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on March 22. 2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, July 27, 2007, at the
hour of
10-00 a.m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in
Calloway C,ounty. Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows.
All that piece, parcel or lot of land situate, lying and being in Calloway County.
Kentucky. and known and designated as Lots 1, 2 and 7 thru 13 OIL) Estates,
recorded in Plat Book 22. Page 62, Slide 2075, of the Calloway County Clerk's
Office, reference to which is hereby made for a more particular description

Being the same property conveyed from Harold T Mill. to Alms Aguirre, IIN
General Warranty Deed, of record in Deed Book 613. Page 214, in the Callowin
County Court Clerk's Office
The aforementioned property shall be sold on •cash or credit bean, of thirty 30,
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 130) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per annum from
the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien
shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if
any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 2007 ad valorem taxes
This 27th day of June. 2007
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master f'ornmusioner
Calloway Circuit Court

BLUEGRASS Gardens
Mortify
Farm, 684
Crossland Rd., Murray
(783S) Wed -Sat 104 30, pots $250 & up
www blu•gressgarderismat

PLACE OF SALE
Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South Fifth Street, Murray,
Calloway County,
KY 42071
AMOUNT OF MONEY TO BE RAISED
Amount of Judgment

$28,996,828 84
Coatil,

attorneys'fees, interest and the cost of

Lots No, 8,9 and 10 in the WHEELER SUBDIVISION as shown
by Amended
Plat recorded in Plat Book 5, Page 17, to the Office of the Clerk
of the Calloway
County Court.
THERE IS EXCEPTED THEREFROM that certain tract of land conveyed
unto
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for the use and benefit of the Departmen
t of
Transportation by Deed, dated March 19, 1984, and of record in Cabinet
2,
Drawer 17, Book 165, Card 1459, in the Calloway County Court
Clerk's Office
Being the same real estate which was conveyed to GD Deal Holdings. LLC,
a
Delaware limited liability company by Consolidation Deed from H & H
Investment Properties, LL', a Kentucky registered limited liability partnership
.
dated April 19, 2001, recorded May 17, 2001, in Book 379, Page 515,
in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
TERMS
1 The premise* is indivisible and cannot
be divided without materially impairing its value and the value of the liens of Plaintiff and the liens
of the
Governmental Defendants, and the premises shall be sold as a whole,
free and
clear of all liens, claims, interests and encumbrances, other than restrictions
and
easements of record, zoning laws affecting the property, etc

3 The aforementioned property shall be wild on a cash or credit
basis of thirty
130) days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days. the purchaser
shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute
bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, same bearing interest
at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within
thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent taxes, if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner
4 The risk of loss shall be upon the purchaser immediately upon acceptance
by
the Master Commissioner of its bid. The Purchaser shall be required to carry
insurance against fire and windstorm with extended coverage provisions
in some
good and solvent insurance company to protect and secure the unpaid purchase
money and to keep same in effect from the date of sale until execution and delivery of deed
5 The above-described real property will be conveyed subject to such valid
and
existing restrictions, reservations, limitationa, conditions, exceptions, and
covenante as may be revealed in the record chain of title

This 21st day of June. 2007
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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"It's So Real"
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FREELANCE
Photography
Families, weddings,
reunions
270-210-4173
LISA'S furbo—tanning
W Mayfield has 2
booths for rent $50.00
week each (270)2478008 or 705-1521

Thursday-Sunda
10AM-4:30FM

Hazel,

Ky
(fast store on
right with fern.,

Got-to-see-it'

1,41$4•14 5144
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

Home Decor.
Flora's,
M. Much More

Nike

Mies bloom
Outside Inn Daylity
Nursery
585 Magness Rd
Harden, KY
Mon -Sat,
8AM-&30PIA
437-4015, 703-7059
500 new vanebes

Friday. July 27, 2007. at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local prevailing
time, or as soon
thereafter as said sale may be held.

6. Neither the Master Commissioner nor any party hereto shall be deemed to
have warranted utle to any purchaser with respect to the property sold

Tax Map Reference 03-J-0000

COME to ~.the

DATE OF SALE

2. This sale is subject to all environmental regulations concerning the
Underground Storage Tanks located on the premises and that the sale
of the personal property collateral includes the Underground Storage Tanks. Any
purchaser at the sale is required to comply with 401 KAR 42:200 Sec. 441)
by completing
and transmitting to the Commonwealth of Kentucky's Environmen
tal and Public
Protection Cabinet's Division of waste Management a Notification of
Underground Storage Tank System Form within thirty (30) days after
confirmation of the sale by the Court.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 06-CI-00372

NOW

Pursuant to a Judgment and Order of Sale entered on February
12, 2007, in the
shove-styled action. I will sell at public outcry at the front
door of the Calloway
County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, the property described
herein according
to the following terms and conditions:

This property is located at 1500 North 12th Street, Murray, KY,
and is more particularly described as follows.

thence, North with the East right-of-way of South 16th Street
to a stake at the
Northeast corner of the intersection of South 16th Street and
Johnson
Boulevard,

HAROLD T MILLS,SHERRY MILLS,
AND ALMA AGUIRRE,

DEFENDANTS

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

thence, South 140 feet to a stake in a fence row,

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION

PLAINTIFF,

DEAL HOLDINGS, LLC, et al.,

The Court has also awarded court
this Master Commissioner's Sale

270-753-1001
,
NOW taking orders for
sweet corn, Bodricious,
Peaches & Cream,
Candy Corn & &beer
Queen Larry Tucker
Farms (270)489-2477

The Place to Start
Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

Lsoll
Mks

cOUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.

1;E CAPITAL FRANCHISE FINANCE
ORPORATION,

,I)
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-C1-00337

VS. NOTICE OF MASTER COMMISSIONER'S SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit
Court on August 18, 2006, in the above cause. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at
the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, July 27. 2007, at
the hour of 10:00
a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1519 Johnson
Avenue.
Murray, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows

•
•

Loci
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-CI-00106

NEW JERSEY MORTGAGE &
INVESTMENT,CORP

ROBERT G MILLER,
DONNA L MILLER,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,

010
Legal

No

VISA

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tot their
activities
060
Hip Banled

A child needs you'
Become a foster parent. up to S36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE
TIMOTHY L BRAY,
KAREN BRAY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit
Court on February 26, 2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, July 13, 2007, at
the hour of 10-00
a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 244 Saddlebroo
k Lane, Almo.
KY, and being more particularly described as follows:,
Legal description of a tract of land located approximately 1 mile southwest
of the
Town of Dexter, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being
a part of the
Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Tbwristup 3, Range 4 East, and a part
of Tract
1 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book 23, Page 97, Slide
2210 and
also being tract 11 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat
Book 33, Page
70, Slide 3186 (erroneously referred to in prior deeds as 3156} and
being further
described as follows:
Commencing at a #4 rebar found in the centerline of Ingrain
Lane and the centerline of a 3000 foot access easement, and 146862 feet west of
the centerline of
S Highway 641.
thence, along the centerline of said 3000 foot easement. North
00 deg 44 29"
East for a distance of 869 81 feet to a 04 rebar found at the intersection
of a
50 00 foot roadway easement, and the southeast corner of Tract
1-G:
thence, along the south line of Tracts 1-G, 1-H, North 89 deg
44' 09' West for a
distance of 384 99 feet to a point at the southwest corner of Tract
1-H and the
southeast corner of the herein described tract and the point
of beginning,
thence, along the centerline of said easement and the south line
of the herein
described tract North 89 deg. 44' 09" West for a distance of 13300
feet to a point
at the southeast corner of Tract 1-K.;
thence, along the east line of Tract 1-K, North 89 deg 44' 26" East passing
through a#4 rebar wicap #3175 set at 25.00 feet) for a distance of 281.75
feet to
a 24 rebar wicap #3175 set at the northwest corner of the herein described tract
and on the south line of the Inell Furgurson property (Book 183, Page 11271,
thence, along the south line of the Furgunion property, South 89 deg.
33' 29"
East for a distance of 135.00 feet to a #4 mbar Weep #3176 set at the
northeast
corner of the herein described tract and the northwest corner of
Dact
thence, along the west line of Tract 1-H, South 00 deg. 44' 25" West (passing
through a #4 rebar wcap #3175 set at 266.19 feet) for a distance
of 291.19 feet to
the point of beginning.
Together with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions
of record
This tract contains 0.9033 acres according to a plat prepared by 'IL
Associates on
April 22, 2003, but is subject to a 25.00 foot roadway easement
along the south
side of said tract.
Being the game property conveyed to Timothy L. Bray, et tie, by
deed dated
June 22, 2005, of record in Book 699. Page 249, in the office of the Clerk
of the
Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
(30 •
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days. the purchaser shall deposit
with
the Commissioner one-third of the purchase price and execute bond with
good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, same to be paid in two equal installments bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and
fully due and payable within thirty days. A lien shall be retained on
the property
as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall he ascertained and
paid
by the Commissioner
This 19th day of June, 2007
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN,
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package. Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky_ Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
CUSTOMER Support
Representatives
Needed
Full- and
part-time
offering
phone support to customers Min one-year
college and computer
skills a must.
Email resumes to
candice0powerriairn corn
or mail to Hawkins
Research, 406 N 4th
St, Murray, KY 42071.
ENJOY
,
Foster
Parenting,
reward
yourself by making a
difference Call
1-866-30-NECCO

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Thkzr heilthcare new pkices.
NOTICE OF BID
Murray Calloway County Hospital is soliciting bids
for a Vendor to manage and operate a Child Cart.
Center on the hospital campus To obtain a copy of
the RFP please contact
Mr. Keith Travis
Mee President of Human Reeources
803 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 270-752-1904
Copies of the RFT' will be available until July 20
2007 at 4.00 p no at which time all submitted propanel* will be due
FOE

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Calloway County 2005-2006 District
and School Report Cards are available for
public viewing at the Calloway County
Schools website, wwwcallowaykyschools.ua,
and the Calloway County Public Library.
The Calloway County Expanded District
Report Card is on file at the Calloway
County Board of Education, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, KY and may be viewed
by contacting Randy McCallon, Assistant
Superintendent.

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Wednesday, July 11,2007

Murray Ledger & Times
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Leal
wake

Lama
NoIles

GOOD used refrigerators electric ranges,
yas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
neaters Used carpeting 753-4109

NOTICE
NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF NO SIGNIFICANT
EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT
AND NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF
REQUEST FOR RELEASE OF FUNDS

The City of Murray has the 1011,.% mg vacancy
Fire Fighter
Murray Fire Department

Position
liepartincrit

July H. 2007
elioway County rowel Court
IbIS 5th Stzest
Murray, Kentucky 42071
270-753-2920

Mu) 27, 1923 - July II. 2003

PERSONS
TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES GROUPS. AND
the Governor On or about July 24 2007, the above named county will request
Tale 1 of the
Office for Loral Development to release Federal funds under
following
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 , PL 93-363 t for the

The thirteen years we had together
was the happiest years of my life
you made me so happy
when you asked me to be your wife

Prvtor,
Calloway County Health Department Project 06-043
foot factiit, on
lb assist the Health Duanct in the construction of•9,960 square

My life on earth is sad and blue
hut I know when God calls me home
I will be looking for you.

Memory Lane
Murray. Calloway County Kentucky
l'enious Tract lilt

Until we meet again I will wait in sorrow
because I know we will meet again
in the other side of tomorrow.

constitute
It has been determined that such request for release of funds will not
accord
an action significantly affecting the quality of human environment and.
tal
ingly, the abovemamed county has decided nut to prepare an Environmen
of 1069
Impact Statement , EIS , under the National Environmental Policy Act
91 100.

.6. mm
ha

060,

re. rive any adverse comment

of the County Judge:Executive during normal business hours
No further environmental review .4 such project is proposed to be conducted
prior to the request for release of federal funds

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Physical Therapists Therapists will have the
opportunity to work in the inpatient/outpatient
setting, Skilled Nursing. and/or Home Health

are
All interested agencies, groups and persons disagreeing with this decision
to the office
invited to submit written comments for consideration by the County
at the office
of the Judge Executive Such written comments should be received
JudgevExectutive on or before July 24, 2007 All such comments so
of
of
received will he considered, and the County will not request the release
prior to
Federal funds or take any adnonistrative action on the within project
the date specified on the proceeding sentence
above
The Calloway County Fiscal 'ourt will undertake the project described
Governor*,
with Community Development Block Grant funds from the Kentucky
ace for local Development under Title I of the Housing and Community
Development Art of 1974

Pan-time and full-time positions are available
flexible schedules also are available
Interested candidates must be a Registered
Physical Therapist and licensed in the State of
Tennessee Ness grads are wek:ome
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including sign-on bonus, health,
sision, dental and retirement Interested candidates should send a resume or apply in person

for the project, as applir able
F and I:
The county has omitted one or more of the steps set forth at Subparta
for the preparation and completion .4 an EA
n or its
No opportunit, etas given to the Advisory Council on Historic Preservetio
Kies tillse lhres-tor ts, review the effect if the propel on • property hated on the
by the
National Reauter of Historic Places, or found to be eligible tor such liatatis
WO
-• • retary of the Interior in accordance with 36('FR Part
by this part
• • recipient ham committed fund. of incurred costa riot authorised
n by HUD
Certificatio
tal
Environmen
the
of
approval
and
funds
if
release
ri
•
• t e State
.. lions have been made bi a federal agency
,{10fIr must

County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris.TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Niue! OpportunityaiPloYer

\MIR!11\(; SALES
L...

`,1

P

I•

I

C

IL •,

•'
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InIcrc.Its1 applicant% niuM appl 1)
inIrnicas still 1w
rrminic

%list/11110y no ott-llic-spol
% still by conducted.
infer%
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STEVE VIDMER

%hen a Letting the

icricial Practice ill Law Inc balm
‘SSISI S's( I
It %%KW
( \NI

urntvu lassificol,
wct'P•ltr at

I)111
1)1‘ iItt I I I %lin
1(18 m

753-1752
'ii

Custom*, Approciatton Day
July 2001

Siern 3pro
hot dogs drinks
grill Dollies
Mod hew

spinal stonewall prices
specie/ new customer Ms
Callowwf Counts Propene Gas
oii) son arta to tar
Mose Illanksky
rt17440 or us see talle-r:

UMW
LOCAL construction
business saints °Roza
Mani/gar Jo0 duties
Incited, Ming, data
marlusting
entry
AP AR MAK office
Ourckbooks
buties
ProPrenwer, Jobpower
or sang' isocountirvg
softiv•r•iMicrosoft
• perience
Offic•
lowered Pay common
OUret• war quell/ea
lions and experience
tall 761 0372
porton ice warn. pool.
wort
mac
ins
Wow Fiestas hours
438 7790

rillUrTaS ledge( tAsnl.
you sill he frdiretted

GREEN Acres is cur
ently hiring for the following poseion
PP41461 6A 6P Set &
Sun work 12 hrs get
pd 160t pick up 1 shift
during week and be
AA tens Anyone veer
Need in becoming perl
of our team may appty
on parson at Groan
Acne H•ellh Care
402 W Fairing St
Mayhew KY 42066
DRIVE R S A steady
mestylet Togo pay greet
benefits! No even
ince? No problem,
Werner Enterprises
1100-346-2618 mil 150

Atherlising Sales Position
NItirra. Ledger It Times
P.O. Bo\ 1040-i
‘Iterra. kV 42071
tri I ,01 ,1

'k•

Ii'149'WI.00 OA asCii

Hi default.

INLiftaN and Irv al job
Wings will appear on
this wetstie
Iltmetier, a, a national
webittr Mt all listings
on the pitinetv.ort tin

is iN \II\ 114111'0
I

60
*4•

anted'. section

we plaint thniugti
the Murray ledger
Times Please sail
ii. it tilt, hair any
irucititini regarding
the Mutts, area
job listing, flunk Vim

vairme.••••••••

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Tikuw hathaur new places.

LOOKING FOR
EXTRA MONEY?
NIurray Calloway County Hospital

Care Teachers
It" ssork in our Child Care Center for
a short term assignment. Premium
pay is available

has openings for Child
FULL OR PART time
housekeepirva Murray
Plaza Hotel APP/Y in
person after 6 00PM
NP WANTED
Partffull nem 3 eallb
daily 7 days•sallia.
S9ou attar paid
training • lienelNe
Contact ue nowt

1-aes-974-ANDS
wmalallergobasem
MURRAY Real Estate
Aui
or
Sales
16
July
License
August 4 class 270

n3-0760'
270-647-1972
CIMosseadarnsIyahoo
corn
NURSE PrectIlloner or
Assistant
Physscien
needed part-tens at Me
Allergy & Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
Meese send resume
esti references to 2957
US Hwy 641P4 Murray
KY 42671

Help Wanted

PTs & PTAs in
Union City
Full Benefits Package with
Competitive Salary.

-31 -285-5350
rossm@starpLorg,

Wad

Now hiring an outgoing. energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal onented.

060
Help Visited

granied In qualified applicants
remonies arc rvi kited.
%F

111SCIAIMER

Growing Fast
Paced Family
Oriented
Outpatient
Physical Therapy
Company
lookin,t,ifor

060

II

Liss Office of

Jul, 16, 20(17.
Ikeillipt for accepting application,, tuu 5:06 p.m. Monday,
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer,

P.O. Box 1040-T

s Office for Local
i , ires .24 'FR Part Sel• and may be addressed to Governor
•-elogirnent Ihvtaion uui i Want., 1(12-4 I'apital ('enter Delve Frankfort.

Lam Ellin. Judge-Executive
t'•Iktwa, County EOM •I Court
101 S 5th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

position are availJob applications and ckscnptions tor the abuse listed
ss hich is located at 114
able by contacting the Receptionist tor ('11,
N. 5th Street.

Murray. ii1( 42071

Kentucky 40601

07 Hot tub, brand new

s release and
Other requirements: background check, physician'
required to give at
drug screening and physical. Applicant will be
activity test and
least two 12) interviews, pass a job related physical
a written test.

This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:

I

be prepared and submitted in accordance with the required pro-

above will not
libjections to the relearae of fundo on haws other than those stated
2007 wiU be
be considered hs the state N. objection received after August 13,
tonsidered by the slate

Valid Ky. Operators I,icense
High School diploma or(,ED
Minimum Age: 21 years

!Ivory

County and
The Calloway County rural Coun ia certifying to the state that the
consent I.
the chief executive officer in his official capacity as Jurlirerl:arcuUve
enforce
to
brought
is
action
an
if
courts
federal
the
of
jurisdiction
the
accept
responsibilities in relation to environmental reviews, decision making and
effect of the
action and that these reaponaihilities have been satisfied The legal
may use
certification Is that upon as approval the C•1Wer•, County Floral Court
responsithe Block Grant funds and the otate and HUD will have satisfied their
will
bilities under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 The state
bases
accept an objection to it. approval ttnlv if It Is on tote of the following
The certification wa, not in fact executed (is the counti Certifying Officer
&Mt 41 or to
The county has failed to make one of the two findings pursuant to
64
make the written determination decision required by 145678 57 514 63 or 58

REQUIREMENTS

licensed physiapplicants will be required to obtain a release from a
cian to participate in the job related physical activity test.

Sadly missed,
wife Juanita

venous
The project environmental review record solicited correspondence from
taste and local agencies. copies of the acoping letters are included in the above
not
referenced environmental review record Die sciping letters referenced did
Calloway
An Environmental Review Record for the project has been mode by the
arid
County Fiscal Court. which document, the finding of no significant impact
reasons
the environmental review of the project and more fully mete forth the
file at the
why an EIS is not required This Environmental Review Record is on
office
above address and la available for public examination. upon request, at the

Aims:ilia a
Sulary_staring trainine period will be 41011 per hour
on a 24/48
Salary for the position $739 per hour (based
upon
available
also
pay
incentive
State
on.
shift) upon certiflaiti
includes
package
benefit
Murray
of
receiving flee certification. City
duo retirement
health insurance, term life insurance, hazardous
plan, sick. personal and vacation days.

Send resumes to:

Human Resources
Linda Foley
Murray Calloway Count) Hospital
803 Poplar Street
NIurray, Ky. 42071
Fax: 1270)762-1905
‘pplicatiotts available on our web site
is to w.mumiybospital.org
E-mail to
[Miley 41)mu rraybospitalarg
MCCH IS AN Frit

SUBSCRIIIE
TODAY!

Hsipnented

in package,6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital,
oscillator, water fall,
cover, retail $7,300,
sell $3,600
must
(573)300-1031
20 Arrch pews, white
oak 270-345-2075
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
CRAFTSMAN rear tine
7.0HP 19 inch,
$375
Dog pen, 6x10 with
house, $100
Both like new.
270-752-0179

Calloway County
•'clonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

depending upon education and expenence.
Current openings at
both campuses. Must
be female to work in
girls' homes
car hauler
Girls' Home Counselor KAR caddy
Motorhome
Master's degree in $500.00.
Work, 2T 94,500. 753-9001
Social
Psychology. LAMINATE FloonngCounseling or related Over 1000 boxes in
required. stock. Many colorsfield
Experience and licen- low prices.
sure or certification (270)443-4590
preferred Salary starts NEARLY new lift chair,
at $30,000 depending $500. 435-4308
upon education and NEW Listing. Diamond
experience. Must be solitaire ring. 2.52 carat
female due to working weight. Local, very
with female population. reputable,
recent
Successful applicants appraisal in Paducah.
be
to
must be willing
$13.000 value, will sacflexible and enioy work- rifice
$9,000
for
ing with the teenage Senous inquiries only
population. Applicants 270-804-0653, please
must pass a drug lest, leave message
criminal background
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
check, child abuse. and
GAMES Now solcVtradcheck.
sex offender
at Wood Electronics
ed
an
New Pathways is
the Court Square
on
Opportunity
Equal
Huge Selection, Great
Employer
Pncest 753-0530
Interested applicants
a SATELLITES
submit
should
resume and a hand- 011SH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
writing sample to
Turner, qualifies! Plasma &
Linda
enterAdministrative LCD TVs, home
New tainment centers, TV
Assistant,
sound,
Pathways For Children, carts, surround
compoP.O. Box 10, Melber, coax, HDMI &
KY 42069 or apply in nent cables. Beasley
between Antenna & Satellite
person
St.
9:00AM and 4:30PM at 506-J N. 12th
759-0901
Rd.,
Shaw
3233
Melber Check out our STRAW for sale, $2.50
at bale 489-2436 If no
website
www.npfc.net to loam answer, leave mesNew sage
about
more
Pathways and to download an application

PATROL OFFICER
certified
Full-time,
position
police
Benefits with KERS
hazardous duty retireHigh school
ment
graduate or equivalent.
two years law enforcement or related experirequired
ence
Experience may be
exchanged with college
education Must meet
CLEANING for Homes
all KLEC Pre-Selection
or Businesses I have
Standards If not state
20 years experience
attend
certified, must
270-759-9553
police academy May
WILL babysit in my
require shift work
home Murray area.
Salary $14 51 hourly
Monday-Friday 8AMPlus KLEPF Click on
ages 1-3yrs
at 5PM.
'Employment"
$75 weekly
edu
e
murraystat
WWW
753-7694
At JCPenney Solon
for additional informafor
looking
ore
we
tion Request applica
talented individuals
lion at 270-809-2147 or
Human
at
like yourself who
apply
Murray
share a passion for
Resources
ATI/4: Nome
State Unrversrty. 404
artistic hair design
Sparks Hall, Murray. Improvement Pros!
and a commitment
Amenca's premiere
42071-3312
KY
to customer service
Women 'minorities replacement window
Our stylists ore like
distributor seeks
encouraged to apply
family, with each
Dealer!Buyer relabo,
AA
WF/D.
EEO.
individual playing
ships wiexisting bus,
employer
rosses Excellent
an important role
NOW taking applicaoppty, 866-604-1999
on our Winning
tions tor all positions
x204
Together team at
and all shifts Apply
the 1CPenney
in person at Sonic
Solon, America's
DrIvs-ln, 217 S. 12th
largest deportment
Ceapin
St., Murray. KY No
store salon chain)
phone calls.
NEW Pathways For
MOM COMPUTERS
• National training
Children, a faith-based
A+ Certified Technician
9m
Pro9r
non-profit residential
Service/ repairs
• Savings &
agency
799.3556
child-care
profit-shoring
the
by
founded
=shams
Churches of Christ.
•
based rust outside ol
discounts
a seek•
• Medical, denial & Paducah. KY,dedicated.
ing honest,
lile insurance
dependable
and
• Paid vocation &
fill
to
employees
holidays
numerous positions
I BUY running or
s.oe
Benefits foe aft tot lima
finable cars trucks
positions NNCII
vans tractors farm &
aro vision if
construction
IIII,,i ,.)r•
equipment Anis
generous
•r •
campers motorho,
sock and holiday
traders almost an,
retirement plannincrising 270-970-1010
Noose apply at
and 2 relaxed rural
atmosphere
BUYING
Youth Care Worker
s% Se.
X:Pgin
720 NorI
Junk cars. trucks and
Must have High School
Mumrt, KY 42071
tractors 436-5235
.._ diploma and be at least
old
years
22
CASH paid for
RN or LPN needed for
fIlachetor's degree pregood. used guns
busy medloal practice.
lims:1 es wee as 1-3
Benson Sporting
Send resume lo P0.
eiperience
yews
Goods. 519 S 121h,
Boa t040-X. Murray.
Hourly poelbon slarling
Murray
KY 42071
at $8 55 with more

NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
30 new positions avilable Earn $7-$16 per
selling
No
hour
Training provided If
you have a pleasant
voice, good communication skills, and are
dependable. call
759-9056

WINNERS
WANTED!

We're looking for
Solon SVpervisor

FRIGIDAIRE refrigera
tor 25.6 Cu ft side-by
side Ice and water in
door, $400 Fngidaire
washer. $50. 9785344. 293-8890
GOOD used washer
and dryer for sale Call
227-2039
KENMORE matching
dryer
&
washer
condition,
Excellent
$285 Kenmore dishwasher Good condition $35 753-4575
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On

the Square

Murray

(270) 753-1713
Nmisliegs
KITCHEN table with
leaf and 6 chairs Doll
Computer
cabinet
table with hutch
767-1878

870
REMINGTON
WINGMASTER
like new condition, 30
inch ribbed. full choke
barrel w/3 inch. Mag.
chamber, extra deer
slug barrel w/2 3/4inch chamber
$40000. Cell
(270)437-4539. daytime calls only
Iteines far kb
1993
16X80
Buccaneer Ready to
move $7,000
293-1485. 436-2830
1997 28x70 313A 28A
moved
be
Must
(270)5274804
2000 Clayton 18x80
Vinyl siding. 38R 213A.
like new 270-489-2525

•

CLASSIFIEDS
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
AKC Lab pups $10000
328-8780 970-1061

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Ali
Accepung AppMauons
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.J6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down! Your
and or family land

731-584-4926

Ends

August 15

26R 28A, completely
remodeled,
C/H/A,
attached garage, $700
per month plus deposit.
1504 Belmont. No pets.
270-293-4602

acre fenced in lot
$10,900 753-6012

$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488
320

Aparbewits For Rent

If,

rat
:ry
nt

h
s O
ly
:se

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message 270
753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
18R near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, various locations,
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 br garage apt near
downtown Murray,
appliances, no pets.
$400/mo. 753-8705
213R 2BA duplex with
garage 270-753-7457
or 270-227-3054
2BR duplex, nice,
CA-VA, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
28R duplex. 1304-A
Valleywood. $425 per
month. 759-9920,
293-1446

2
ad-

28R near MSU. C/H/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898

:re.
eat

38R 2BA duplex, fireplace, dining room.
Coleman RE 753-9898

lkte
.ne
terTV
nd,
p0.ley
Otte

50
no
es-

• :rae-by
:r in
.aire
978-

4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment

753-6221
Call
hing
ryer
Mon,
dish•ndi5

IN

NEWER 1BR 1 bath,
W/D, OW, low utilities.
close to university
$325 (270)556-8021

C's
irroy
13

AaF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

BOCA .1.SS
1(.1
'Abner
le
Hwy MN,woesIsom
National Gant
2711-759-.555:
,
'NIA% t NI I

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting

Located at 720 S •tili St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., water

paid, available now, no
pets. 753-5900

with
puter

870
.30
• .•

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Pron. For Rant
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480

E
a is Supple.
AKC white German
Shepherd pups. Born
6/3/07. Asking $275.
South Fulton, TN
1-731-479-0497
SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC, CKC, dew claws
removed,
shots,
wormed,
male
&
female, $300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

4-

iS171-le

1993
Idy to

830

213A
loved

I ex80.
I 2BA.
i-2525

Any
.tit) Condition
\\

11 .11

•.I IS SOli

lllll

LAM Property
FIRST TIME
OFFERED!

Lakefront w/dock
374,900
1+ AC Lake Access
$34,900
w/FREE Boat Slips!
Wooded lake property
on spectacular
160,000 acre Kentucky
Lake! Take a tour &
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20' Boat!
Excellent financing,
Call 1-800-704-3154
ext. 1327 KY land
Partners,(IC

Beautiful
FSBO:
secluded farm, 24
acres, partially wooded, pond, gardens,
2.000 sq. ft. 3 bedroom
1 bath well-maintained
home, 30x30 heated
shop w/office, 1 large
barn, 1 small barn
w/water, electric. New
Providence
area.
$129,5oo. 492-8446

28.5 acres,
$2,000/acre. Mitchell
Story Rd. 293-1437

Far kis
YARD SALE
1503 Henry St.
Thurs, Fri & Sat
8AM-2PM
Antique furniture,
records, stereos

(2). CDS. DVDS,

NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroorn Apes
We accept Section

lots of stuff

8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Acrts
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 01-800-648-6066

MULTIPLE
FAMILY
GARAGE
SALE

RED OAKS APTS.
5$100 Deposit
1BR 6325
2BR $375
Call Today!
7534668.

i

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

china, crystal,

. Doll

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation.
or discnminabon based
on race, color, religion,
sex, Of national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or discnnir
nation. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity bests.*

2711-761-11t1 1

NEW duplex 28R IBA.
All appliances. No pets
Lawn care included
$650/month
plus
deposit. 905-A Bagwell
753-2440

38R, 2BA, full bsmt
1/2 block from hospital
$124,900 owner/agent
Acreage, 7-11 acre
tracts, $3,200 acre.
Diversified Real Estate
• Services 270-753-2431

SMALL 2BR on 1/2

[Ell
ilome Lots For Awn

AKC Maness 3 males,
1 female.
Hypoallergenic, shots
& wormed. Reedy
7/30/07. Taking
deposits. $5504600
(270)345-2885,
(270)705-6603
DOG Obedience
436-2858.

[
LessFar Bud

Hwy. 121N to
Airport Rd., at end
turn right,
1832 Magness Rd.
Thurs., July 12
8AM-4PM
home interior &
miscellaneous

Calhoon Construction, MC Horoscope

Homes For Sala

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

1,100 sq.ft. home +300
sq.ft. upstairs, 13650
US
Hwy
641N,
Puryear, TN. Must be
moved. $10,000-0130.
(270)293-1437 Dan
3 BR 2 bath 2,000 sq
ft. brick house, fireplace, lg. utiftly, 14x30
back deck, recent paint
& updates Camelot
Subdivision 293-1619
Of 753-5384
38R 28A country home
with 7 acres. Call for
appointment
270-293-4562
3BR 2BA, west of

Murray, $105,000. Call
293-2269
FSBO.
4-BOR, 2 Bath, with
large bonus room
Hardwood, carpet. and
tile
hoofs
Large
kitchen
wtbreakfast
area and formal dining.
Large covered back
porch, nicely landscaped. Call 767-0137
Located in Saratoga

sPeln98
38R 1BA ranch style

BRAND new 1,500
sq.ft
38R/2B4 in
restncted subdivision.
Horses possible, huge
kitchen, stainless appliances, large covered
porch, patio, concrete
drive on large lot (more
land could be purchased).
$100,000
Owner/Realtor.
Call
293-8738
FSBO: Gatesborough
tri-level. Ground levelentry hall, laundry
room, bath, den/bedroom iv/built-in cherry
computer center. Main
floorliving-room
w/wood burning gas
logs fireplace, buift-ins,
plantation shutters, formal DR, kitchen- stainless appliances, pantry,
Florida room. Main
floor ceilings 10-ft.
Upstairs 38R, 2-large
walk-in closets, 28A.
Flooring- Hardwood,
mexican tile & brick,
3BRs 4, stairway carpeted, Inground pool
with lariat. 293-2418 for
viewing $250,000.

IS It

c11%
12-19-1.1•111)%11

General Contract ng
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
:ell: 270-978-1007

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY

Ira lawallia

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, July 12,2807:
This year many of you will cruise out of a difficult period into a verz
special time in which you feel that life finally works. Don't push toe
hard, and situations and events will tumble into place. You will leans
the power of going with the flow. You might reorganize your daily
life, punctuating it with exercise and a better sense of nurturing yourself. Some might also change jobs. Others will approach health and
diet differently. If you are single, you'll discover the importance of
putting your best foot forward. A somewhat gruff attitude could prevent you from meeting that special someone. If you are attached, you
will open up to different, making your daily and individual lives
more rewarding. CANCER is a soul mate.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: 1 -Difficult

Serving Western KY since MI.
We specialize in tree trimming,
tree removals & logging.
Quality work for quality people.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Speak your mind, and others will respond. Think before
you leap into action. A change of plans might be in order with the
news that heads your way. Avoid a power play. Tonight: Be happy
to be home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Creativity takes you in a new direction. Your possessive side
emerges. Be careful of an emotional choice that could involve a
power.struggle. Plan on a talk or important conversation later on
when the mood might be better. Tonight: Visit with fnends.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might need to try something very different in order to
avoid a power struggle. How you deal with someone and the choicLifetime glass breakage warranty on
es you make could change suddenly. This interaction could involve
a power play. Tonight: Treat yourself.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
windows by:
** Suddenly the times are changing. Though you might keep your
opinions to yourself at first, later in the day you decide to express
yourself. Fatigue could color a decision. Don't let that happen. Take
270-227-2115
a brief walk and recenter. Tonight: As you like it.
MOTORCYCLE
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
270-293-1899
INSURANCE
***** You might be all smiles this morning. Even if someone
bucks your authority or really lets you know he or she disagrees.
MCICINNEY INS.
you will be able to work with this person's attitude. By late after180 N.5TH STREET
noon, you could be rather tired and worn. Tonight: Get some extra
753-3500
sleep.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You take a stand. Though you have strong opinions, at the
Auto Parts
same time you will pe able to be sensitive and listen. Your efforts
NEED A
touch those who really understand. Friends play a significant role
METAL ROOF?
in your next few days. Tonight: Let your hair down.
1.
CALL
.k% iti. St•.11111.11iIM
LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
(270)752-0414
***** Your smile goes a long way in helping others relax,
MI1111112
14. 15. 16 inch
ION\ IHAl.ls
including you. How a situation evolves and the decisions you make
Ask torDarren
Starting at S20
could change after a strong discussion. Being willing to defer oi
Nightengale
270-753-22
79
mounted
say you are wrong might be important. Tonight: A must appearCall 753-5606
BACKHOE &
ance.
NEED
help?
TRUCKING
Handyman Services. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
ROY HILL.
All remodeling, inside & ***** Work with individuals rather than groups. You will be hanUsed Cws
Septic system, gravel,
out. Tie, electrical. No dling some strong feelings and getting down to brass tacks. Others
white rock
icit) too small. Free esti- might say or do some strange things to get you to notice them.
2002 Toyota Camry
436-2113
Walk in another's shoes. Tonight: Try something different!
mates.
XLE, V-6, leather,
Dozer work & Track
(731)247-3001, SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
cruise, sunroof, 6-disc
hoe
**** You could be more difficult than many. You might want to
(731)363-3511,
changer, cassette,
understand what to do, and pressure someone inordinately. The
I Hancock0wk.net
RI \I I \id\ ,I111112.
83,000 miles, alloy
results could be less than delightful. Stay sensitive and aware. if,
wheels, great condi11.\\ ti(),\
discussion proves to be important. Tonight: Be on a one-on-one
tion. Call 978-0137
I \‘‘
\RI
level.
95 Cutlass Clera.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
115,000 miles $2,000.
**** You get a lot done quite quickly. You don't need to test your
293-1619
efficiency. Your routine and plans will do just that. Later in the day,
I 11:
402.
save time to network or reach out to others. Listen to another's carCowers
270-436-55117
ing words. Tonight: So many people, so many choices.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
PRESERVE the past
1997 31' Cardinal 5th
***** Your humor and creativity will get you past any notable
on DVD, convert your
wheel with slide. Good
home VHS tapes to problems. A friend might put you in an either/or situation, which
condition. Lots of beauDVD Preserve your could make you most uncomfortable. Listen to what others are
tiful cabinets. Located
home movies today by sharing. Tonight: Wind down slowly.
in Aurora Oaks lot 34.
-15
01. tr
,
"
transferring
them to PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
$12,000.
DVD Call 753-9297 or *** Honor timing, and you'll already be a step ahead. Sometimes
CATHY'S
618-822-6486
you hear things that don't coincide with your knowledge. Don't get
227-5818
Walipapenng, Painting
into a difficult position with a boss or higher-up. Play it cool.
Cleaning.
270227Services Offered
WE SERVICE Tonight: Unleash your playfulness.
6606 731-498-8904
MI Mawr Appliances
CHASE & Mike
•
BORN TODAY
L&M
Stockwelf's Metal
and Most Motor Brands Actress Cheryl
LAWN SERVICE
Ladd (1951), exercise guru Richard Simmons
Roofing & Vinyl
WARD-ELKI
NS (1948), comedian Bill Cosby (1937)
Mowing, Manicuring
Siding, 759-1085,
On the Square Murray
•11•
& Landscaping
227-6238
(270) 753-1713
Satisfaction guaranteed
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at http://www.jacquelinebiCOLE
Call 753-1816
gar.com.
Of 227-0611
CONSTRUCTION
(c) 2007 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
metal roofs. siding.
replacement windows.
YOUR AD
%erten MOMS
Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
COULD BE
Work guaranteed
HERE FOR
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. literally, thousands!
866-832-3230
-•
B. Stylish drapay hardware.
ONLY $75.00
Water Darnagec •
Braces & Flea Joists
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
A MONTH
Remodeling & Planting
4. Custom upholstery +,015e.en dOne An tribe)
CALL 753-1916
5. Interior design soviets designed to 1k your budget mo9ne the
avid G,
adios.

270-519-4353

Ili

vinyl replacement

RESICOM CONTRACTORS

Nit&

USED TIRES

David's
Home
Improvement

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 Nous sinews=
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages gutters
junk & tree work

itCnigift's
Iftua
t
Over 40 yearr ap.

,Sales A hutallatioa

753-7728
DAVID S
Cleaning
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences.
etc (270)527-7176

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding. roofs.
decks
293-5438

A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 436-2867

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
Al types of carpentry
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt clepenclabie
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

home Murray school
district. 576,000
APPLIANCE REPAIR
270-436-2034,
SERVICE & PARTS
270-293-9076
68R 38A. 1-1/2 acre id (270) 293-8728 OR
neer lake, built in 1994, 759-5534
865.000 080 1-517- Chuck Van Buren
290-1628
‘I I
I \1 \II 1 )1 1 1
1)1 1: I 11 !III'

Vt cdricsday, July 11, 2807 • 311

Nlitclitil
lit ism
759-0591

753-1337

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding firewood Insured 4892839

1\11t I \111:110s1frit: I ,Vrit•

Wit Do Insurance Work
Masisrf-ard Accepted

From design to fabrcaticn to professional installation, your wort( is done
in house by our friendly staff

Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for yourself+

731-247-5422
_
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility Whatsoever for their
activities.

ciPet
eee `Date/a/4944k
408 IL 12th St. • 763-6361

Niu.rray
LASER
'
C Center
Laser Hair Removal
Leg & Face Veins • Skin Discolorations
Facial Rejuvenation

(270) 761-4999
1625
121• • Merray
M.wsi winarrayleser.com

WEST Calloway
County Development
Track hoe, dozer work.
backhoe & septic systems.
For sale. top sort gravel.
Will build you a home
to suit your needs.
Lots for sale- Landor
Hills Subdivision.
270-210-3781,270559-2032

WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
(270)2113-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Clewing
Screen Repair
Fra• E110710141

1,1,11 I,iruz 1)1-, inn
is a Tabby short harr
orange aim, male, eight weeks old

j
,

SHELTER HOURS: MONAU.ii AM4 PM • SAT. 16 AP.4-3 PM

I \\;I,

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

is a Calico/Tabby,
female, eight weeks old

BEE to good home.
Austrailian Shepherd
and Collie mix. Female,
9-1/2 months old. black
& *tate Cal 435-4015

For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

t•
'
:et

Comws/Fixnums
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LoskiegBack
10 years ago
Published is • picture of Ashley Adams waiting in the driver's
eat as her mom loads ammonia
nitrate into the holder as they fertilize their 6-acre field on Clayton Road Amanda Adams, also
pictured, walls to hand her mother another bag Because of wet
weather, they were not able to set
their tobacco crop until June 28.
almost a month later than usual
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Births reported include a girl
to Mike and Deneshia Wood, June
27. astita girl to Debra and Michael
Danlei, July 7
20 years age
Members of Murray City Council in regular session voted their
approval of locating the proposed
policefacility.itSouthFdthand
Poplar Streets, the site of the former Poppy Shoppe building
Brenda CAR physics and math
teacher at Calloway County High
School, is one of 26 teachers
selected from a nationwide pool
of candidates, to participate in the
Sununer Institute for Teachers of
Hollins College,
Physics at
Roanoke. Va
Births reported include a girl
to Irma and Dayton Lasater. July
If
30 years ago
Hatton roamer of Murray was
named president of the Kentucky
State Rural letter Carriers Association at the convention held July
7-9 at fort Mitchell
Published is a picture of members of the Murray Itre Department fighting J lire that damaged
the Fantasy Isle Store at North
15th and Hughes Avenue on July
It/ The photo was by Staff Photographer Toni Vanhing
Binhs reported include a boy
ii Mr and Mrs Gar), Ward. June

20, and a girl to Mr and Mrs
Cecil Garland, July 2
40 years ago
A violent thunderstorm struck
Murray and Calloway County last
night which dumped 3.04 inches
or rain an the city Hazel reported nearly 4 inches of rain
Navy Reserve Ensign John H
Dunn, son of Mr and Mrs George
W Dunn, received his Navy "Wings
of Gold" during ceremonies at the
Chase Field. United States Naval
Auxiliary Air Station, Beeville,
Texas.
Linda Jeffs and Robert Earl
Forset were married June 9 at
First Christian Church
SO years ago
Members of the Murray Fire
Department were called the night
of July 9 to a burning barracks
on the Murray State College campus This is the third barracks to
be burned on the campus in recent
weeks
Eugene Fielder celebrated his
third birthday on July 7 with the
first order of homemade pizza
ever served in Murray, according
to his father. Orvis Fielder, who
cooked it at the Murray GnII.
60 years ago
Installed as officers of the Murray Lions Club for the 1947-48
club year were Rev Samuel
McKee. president. Leonard Vaughn,
First vice president; Elliott Wear,
second vice president; E.W Riley.
third vice president, W B Moser.
secretary; Harold West, assistant
secretary
Jean Crawford, Robert Fulton.
Robert Hendon, Garnett H. Jones,
George Jones, Keys Keel, Robert
Kelly. James Lassiter. James Redden. Paul Redden. Will F Steely.
Mack Tarry, Moulton Minus and
Fred Wells, all of Calloway County. are students at the University
of Kentucky

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Viednesday. July II.
the 192nd day of 2007 There Are
171 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History
On July 11. 1804. Vice President Aaron Burr mortally wounded former Treasury Secretary
Alexander Hamilton during a pistol duel in Weehawken. N
On this date
In 1767. John Quincy Adams.
the sixth president of the United
States, was born in Braintree. Mass
EI

In 1864, Confederate forces led
by Gen Jubal Early began an
abortive invasion of Washington.
turning hack the nest day
In 1934. President Franklin D.
Raxhevelt became the first incumbent chief eXeCUIINT to travel
through the Panama Canal
In 1952, the Republican National Convention, meeting in Chicago. nominated Ow ight I) Eisenhower for president and Richard
M Nixon for vice president
In 1955. the I.' S Air Force

[3 V 13 L I..J U.5300
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Ginger root cures
sea sickness

Daughter caught up in details
forgets to reach out to mom
for gifts I know she'd like,
year-old mother of five angel- even though I still don't have
ic children. You'd think that a the money. Please, Abby, let
seasoned mother would know your readers know that it's not
the real value of family, but too late for them. People don't
you would have been wrong. Just assume that they are loved
to
1. like so many others, and appreciated. We need
became caught up in the details show them every day.
I would give anything in
of my own
life and for- this world to be able to see
got that I my mother's beautiful face one
last time and say. 'You are
wasapart
of someone amazing!' Please tell someone
else's life -- you love them today. Tomormoth- row is promised to no one. my
er's. I forgot - MOMMY'S BABY GIRL IN
to chat with TENNESSEE
DEAR BABY GIRL:Please
about
her
my deepest sympathy for
accept
ng
nothi
Dear Abby
she your loss. It is clear that you
when
called me. I are still gneving. When someBy Abigail
to one close commits suicide, it
forgot
Van Buren
visit her for is normal for the survivors to
stop'
no special reason. I forgot to feel guilt. But please,
your perappreciate her "just because." dwelling so much on
Mothers
I never bought her a Mother's ceived shortcomings.
because
Day gift because I never seemed do not commit suicide
to call
to have the money. Of course, their daughters forget
comnot
do
they
And
visit.
or
reason.
I always had a good
daughand I thought "tomorrow' mit suicide because their
Mother's
would bnng another opportu- ters don't buy them
mothyour
sure
I'm
gifts.
Day
nity.
Well, tomorrow never came. er knew you loved her and
My mother committed suicide was proud of you.
I agree with your message
March 24, 2004. I called her
important to tell those
that
love
"I
say
to
that day, just
nt they
you," and got her answering we love how importa
anytake
to
not
and
us,
to
are
chance
the
had
never
I
.
machine
readmy
hope
I
.
granted
for
one
things
the
to tell Mommy all
Howthat I forgot. I was so busy ers will take it to heart.
that
fact
the
of
light
in
ever,
own
my
of
details
with the
since
life that I was blind to the it has been three years
your mother took her life. I
disintegration of hers.
urging you to consult a menam
I
late.
Now that it is too
who can
talk to Mommy every day -- tal health professional
the burof
go
let
to
you
help
look
I
busy.
I'm
especially if
den of guilt you are carrying.
The time has come to start
looking • forward again, not
backward.
Academy swore in its first class
DEAR ABBY: I am a 29-

•..
of cadets at its temporary quarters. Lowry Air Force Base in —
DEAR ABBY: I am 55. I
Colorado.
consider myself successful and
In 1977, the Medal of Freehappily married -- not too
dom was awarded posthumously
many things seem wrong. My
King
Luther
to the Rev Martin

Jr
In 1979. the abandoned U.S.
space station Skylab made a spectacular return to Earth, burning
up in the atmosphere and showering debris over the Indian Ocean
and Australia.

book contains some 64 recipes
in categories from breakfast to
dinner, and it is available at
your local bookstore, as well as
at
Internet
the
on
www.arnazon.com and www.bilrnesandnoble.com.
DEAR DR. GOT'!': You
wrote about Lyme disease in
your column. I've had Lyme
disease. About five years ago,
my left underarm area was red
and itched. I went to the doctor, who quickly made the Lyme
disease diagnosis, put me on
tetracycline for three weeks, and
that was it. The area was still
red after three weeks, so I
returned to the doctor. Not to
worry. things were taking their
course. Since then, I don't think
I've had a problem.
From what I've read and
heard, one can get Lyme disease again, even though a person has had it before. I've made
a number of inquiries about this,
but no one has really been able
to answer specific questions.
When given a blood test, I would
probably test positive to having
Lyme disease, since I still have
some antibodies. On the other
hand. I apparently would not have
enough of them to prevent me
from getting Lyme disease again.
Why? How does that work?
DEAR READER: The most
con.
for Lyme
DEAR DR. GOTT: Your common blood test
types of
newspaper column and the infor- disease measures two
and lgG.
mation you sent me do not line antibody proteins, IgM
acute
up. When you stated you would The IgM usually reflectsmarker
a
is
IgG
the
n,
infectio
noyour
about
send information
flour, no-sugar diet, I (and per- for previous infection.
If you are having no symphaps other readers)expected actu(such as
al meal-specific information, not toms of Lyme disease
sore
Just -avoid flour and sugar." I rash, fever, malaise and you
Yes,
relax.
can
you
Joints),
had.
been
I've
though
as
feel
do
DEAR READER: You have can get Lyme again. Experts
infecnot been "had." One of the not know why previous
person
strengths of this diet is that it tion will not protect a
ns. If
is simple. However, many read- from repeat acute infectio
blood
ers have requested further def- I were you, I'd have a
could
inition with respect to choosing test for interest only. It
y
antibod
your
know
you
help
So
tes.
substitu
food
acceptable
last year I published a book levels in case you're exposed
("Dr. Gott's No Flour, No Sugar again.
Diet") to clarify this issue. The

DEAR DR. GOT!': I read
your column about ginger root
for sea sickness. It worked great
for me several years ago, when
I went on a windjammer cruise
in the Caribbean. I started taking two capsules three times a
day the day before I flew to
St. Thomas
and continued for seven
days until the
cruise was
over,
always had a
big problem
with motion
sickness,
especially on
boats. While
Dr. Gott other
people
were either
By
very sick or
Dr. Peter Gott sleepy from
taking Dramamine. I didn't have
any problems with motion sickness. The ginger root worked
great.
DEAR READER: Yours is
typical of the many letters I
have received endorsing the
remarkable effects of ginger root
in preventing motion sickness
without side effects or health
issues. Thanks for sharing. As
always. I look forward to other
readers'experiences, both pro and

wife and I have been married
27 years and have three children.
I have a question for you.
I found a behind-the-ear hearing aid in my bed by the pillow. My wife and I don't need
hearing aids. There are only
so many ways that it could
have gotten there. Do you think
I should be concerned? -IN
UP
BURNED
BURNSVILLE, MINN.
UP:
BURNED
DEAR
Unless the pest control man
has a hearing problem, you
should consider this a red flag.
You are certainly within your
nghts to show your wife the
evidence and ask her. "Who's
been sleeping in my bed?
Goldilocks?"
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was rounded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
ww.DearAbDear Abby at

ContractBridge
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerabk
NORTH
•K Q.1 10
VA K
•9 3
•A K 7 5 2
EAST
WEST
•A 8 7652
3
•73
•10 5 4
•Q .1 5
•A 10 76 4 2
010 4
0981
SOUTH

094
Q .1 9862
•K 8
•Q J6
The bidding.
West
South
East
Nonb
Pass
1 V
Pass
1*
Pass
3
Pass
20
4•
three of spades
Opening lead
Noe cruet do well is bridge if you
maintain a defeatist attitude. If
you're declarer, you must proceed on
the basis that there is some way to
make the contract, and if you're a
defender, a was to defeat the contract
Consider ibis deal where fast
missed his opportunity to defeat four
hearts because he was not thinking
correctly at the cntical moment. West

led a spade, and Fast had no trouble
diagnosing the lead as a singleton. So
he won with the ace and returned a
spade, ruffed by West. West thereupon cashed the ace of diamonds -he would have lost it if he hadn't
and South made tour hearts.
It is easy- to see that Fast could
have stopped the contract by shilling
to the queen of diamonds at trick
two. Whether or not South covered,
West would get his spade ruff, and
the defense would collect the first
four tricks.
The question is whether Last
should have known to lead the queen
of diamonds rather than give West a
spade ruff at trick two. The answer is
yes. I. ast should proceed on the
assumption that the contract can be
defeated, and this presupposes that
West has the ace ofdiamonds. If Last
is not prepared to make that assumption, he might just as well fold up his
cards and concede the contract.
It is true that if South has the ace
of diamonds. Last might cost his side
a trick by failing to return a spade
But this would simply be an overtrick, an inconsequential loss compared with what can be lost by allowing the opponents to make a vulnerable game that could have been
defeated.

Tomorrow: Defining a threat

by.com or P.O. Rim 694$0. Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••

Crosswords
ACROSS
F

Ft El IE"T

Fl c3r VV CIFI

EOD

1 fur clad nomad
5 Computer
devices
9 Browrirsh hurt
12 Emanation
13 -Bonanza'
brother
14 Zootogists
mouths
15 Tackle-bor rtem
16 Ot the brain
16 Guanaco rola
twos
20 Pharaoh s goo

37 Prairie
schooners
39 Dandy
40 Munroe not,.
41 Put on the
block
45 Club holders
(2 rods I
09 European
capital
50 Pub pont
51 Is situated
52 'Vogue' nyel
53 Obtain
54 Dust devil
55 Do business

21 SOlefer

GIAMPlek_IMM
WEL . POCKY NOVo T i.tAT LIZ
IS AROUNP JON wutvt_y
eveN pacn'tcts me.

Al LEAST WE'LL NEVER
LET A WOMAN COME
SETWtE

)
FoE A INIUTS,0,

,

.

*

04, 2
nab

promos
22 Kenya neighbor
26 Commended
29 Nibbled on
30 Yes to Pierre
31 Jungle vvarrarig
32 Be. to
bards
33 Row of seats
34 Purchase
- ia we,
35
36 onrny

DOWN
I Pasternak
heroine
2 'The Clan or
the Cave Boar'
author
3 Kind or school
4Yak
S Tropical bed
6 Dangerous
/Arch Oaks

Answer to Previous Puzzle

BOG
URN

SP.1 CE
RSON

12
A

yom cum
MOM MO
pp MIL HUMUS
!RAO MMOOMOOMO
MOOD DUO NMOO
EIMOOmpLED sap
HgROEQ Dom mm
IN

HUDEO
DOS

1110LM EIRstl
BMA pomp
ORM O3U0s

Milli MO
MOIMM MEM MEM
MEM ilIMEMMEMM
WOMMIMME
ME Magda
dad= AIM Mil
AM=
AIMMO
muuuAI
M
M
MINI
Mild= di=
AMMIlddil
addlIMAIM
AMM MINI MEM
MO IMMO MEM

LAZERMIES:
Home Delivery
3 me.-__-..—$2&00

6 ama
I yr.--MANI

QUE
KEA

7 11C2007 Voogd F•aturs Syniscaaa
7 Not rod
8 Surface
9 Debate side
10 Sal orlenng
11 8 pts
17 Ewe s plant

Find out what's
happening
this summer
with the

19 Ocean tish
22 Sporty truck
23 Rouietbe color
24 Rectal p01108
25 Spacious
26 Cornfield
menace
27 Mossoun
neighbor
28 Astronate s
ode
29 Museum
contents
32 Winding curve
33 Wont quietly
35 Owe power to
38 -Ounernoke'
nockname
38 Swatch
mown
39 Finicky
41 Late good
cheddar
42 urge cay
43 Earthenware
Doi
44 Eggnog tame
order
45
48 Rrevo
trtSpon
47 Mire out
48 Provide help

Local Mail
Wallow?,

ma
6 ma. —MK*
3

I yr.-3104M
Rest at KY/TN
Cow limb" Pons Al bonne

ale.---$711.30
6 ma —
I yr. —.—.1120.1111
3

011or
Sakarlallom
3—.—$73.49
6so —MAI
I yr.-314SM
Cheek
Vls•

Money

Order

Name

8t Address
City

Zip
State
Daytame Ph
Mail this coupon with

payment ti
Nom Lk*,&'Deem
P.O. des 1148
Nunn ICT CW71
(if call 170 710.11116
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78TH MLB ALL-STAR GAME

PREP BASEBALL

nsicle Job
SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times

New Laker baseball coach Zach Hobbs, left, is pictured with
Calloway County Athletics Director Bill Cowan during a brief
ceremony on Tuesday at Laker Field that introduced Hobbs as
the replacement for former coach Steve Smith, who resigned
from his post at the end of the 2007 season.

A New View
HOBBS SLIDES OVER TO
NEW SEAT AS LAKERS'BOSS
By MICHAEL DANN

As an assistant, Hobbs' main
responsibility was on-field
Zach Hobbs knows the view duties. But he noted how so
down the first base line all too much more goes into being a
well.
head coach, making sure that
For the past nine seasons. everything runs smoothly.
Hobbs has served as an assistant
Prior to Hobbs' hiring, the
coach for the Calloway County school hired Ryan Marchetti to
High School baseball team. But fill his old position. Marchetti,
with the sudden resignation of who was hired to teach math at
Steve Smith, Hobbs' view just Calloway
County
Middle
got a little better.
School, also served as an assisHobbs was named the tant coach with the Lakers durLakers' new head coach on ing the 2007 season.
Tuesday during a brief ceremoHobbs was then hired to
ny at the Calloway County field, teach special education at the
where prospective Laker play- high school. He is leaving his
ers, parents and CCHS Diamond current post at Murray State
Club members were in atten- University at the end of the
dance,
month.
Hobbs served as an assistant
With a "if it isn't broke, don't
under Smith for seven seasons. fix it" mentality, Hobbs doesn't
His first two years as a Calloway see much change on the horizon
assistant were under Matt for the Laker program.
Freeman and Laker Athletics
Calloway County has been
AP
one of the First Region's best
Director Bill Cowan.
The American League's lchiro Suzuki hits an inside the park home run against National League pitcher Chris Young to score
Suffice it to say, Hobbs has teams for the past three seasons,
two runs during the fifth inning of Tuesday night's All-Star Game in San Francisco. Suzuki was named the game's MVP as the paid his dues, and along the way mounting a record of 81-23.
AL won for the 10th straight time.
he picked up some of the tricks Since 2001, the Lakers are 109of the trade.
62.
"There's a level of tact that
"I'd like to think I've been
comes with being a head coach influential in the time I have
or having a high-profile job," been here, even as an assistant
Hobbs said. "I think one of the coach," Hobbs added. "The key
biggest things I learned from to me is having a staff in place,
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Tuesday night that extended a the notorious 2002 tie at first, hit an opposite-field shot to watching Steve was dealing and I feel really good about
A home-run ball from the first decade of dominance.
Milwaukee interrupting the run. the warning track in left in the with the parents, school admin- where we're at. We'll still conAll-Star game at AT&T Park is
"I thought it was going to go The only longer streak was third, then departed at the top of istrators and umpires. That's one tinue to have a high-level of
(thing) that Steve is better at consistency, work hard and do
headed to the Hall of Fame — over the fence," Suzuki said when the NL took 11 in a row the fourth.
things the right way."
not one soaked with water from through a translator. "When it from 1972-82. The AL closed to
He received a huge ovation than me."
San Francisco Bay, but one didn't. I was really bummed."
40-36-2 and improved to 5-0 after he came out on the red carstained with red and green from
No splash homers in this one. since the All-Star winner pet during the pregame intro- NASCAR
the quirky ballpark's fence and
Still, there were four home received home-field advantage ductions and bowed three times
field.
runs. with Carl Crawford and in the World Series.
to his adoring hometown fans.
Ichiro Suzuki made it his Victor Martinez adding conven"We're tired of losing Hitting in the No. 2 spot — his
night as much as Barry Bonds or tional shots for the AL.
always," the Chicago Cubs' last regular-season appearance
Willie Mays did, hitting a oneAlfonso Soriano hit a two- Derrek Lee said. "We just want in that slot was 20 years ago —
of-a-kind home run that out, two-run homer in the ninth to win one and put all of this to he even faked a bunt on the first
bounced around the outfield that made it 5-4, and the NL rest."
pitch of his second at-bat.
instead of plunking into loaded the bases on three walks
Mays. Bonds' godfather. was
His chase for Hank Aaron's
McCovey Cove. Suzuki's two- before Angels closer Francisco honored with a touching tribute home run record resumes later
run drive off the right-field wall Rodriguez
retired
Aaron before the game. In the Say Hey this week, and the scrutiny will
— the first inside-the-park home Rowand on a routine fly to right Kid's day, the NL ruled All-Star return. But for a night, the swirl
SANFORD, Ha. (AP) —
run in All-Star game history — for a save.
games but not anymore.
of steroids speculation lifted
put the American League ahead
The AL has won 10 straight
Bonds, the center of atten- along with the San Francisco First year law student Janise
Joseph-Woodard was supposed
in a 5-4 victory over the NL on games played to a decision, with tion, flied to right field in the
la See ALL-STAR GAME, 2C
to be sitting in her criminal law
class.
Instead, there was an empty
seat when her class met Tuesday
night. Florida A&M College
professors had to console her
classmates after a small plane
plowed into her home, killing
Joseph-Woodard, 24, her 6i00
o
month-old son and three others.
o MOW
"Janise balanced law school, SOURCE ESA;
a family and a healthy marriage.
And she did it well." classmate with bums over 80 percent to 90
Nikeisha Ford said of the moth- percent of his body, authorities
SAN FRANCISCO(AP) — Willie Mays
said. His name has not been
of two.
er
nodded to Barry Bonds, handed his jacket to
released.
The twin-engine Cessna
Ken Gnffey Jr. and hopped in the back of a
The National Transportation
crashed into a suburban Orlando
pink Cadillac. riding away from two cheerSafety
Board will focus its
subdivision
Tuesday morning,
ing columns of stars while a sellout San
investigation on "man, machinc
aviation
spilling
ignited
fuel
that
Francisco crowd roared for its original baseand gutted the two homes it and the environment," NTSB
ball hero.
vice chairman Robert Sumwalt
struck.
Not a bad start to the All-Star game —
said.
included
victims
The
two
and quite a memorable moment both for
"We'll be reviewing the airaboard the plane: 54-year-old
Mays and the players who still feel his influcraft maintenance records and
Kennedy,
Daytona
Bruce
a
Dr.
ence three decades after the superlative outBeach plastic surgeon and hus- any other records associated
fielder's career ended.
band of International Speedway with this airplane," he said.
The Giants and the sport honored Mays
The investigation will also
Corp. President Lcsa France
on Tuesday night during a brief but dramat
focus
on any services the plane
NASCAR
Kennedy,
and
AP
ic appearance at the club's waterfront ballAviation pilot Michael Klemm. may have received before or
and
Farner
former
Hall
of
San
Giant
Willie
Francisco
Mays
rides
around
the
infield
park, where a statue of the outfielder greets
during the flight, including fuel56.
hundreds of tourists and fans every day at 24 after throwing out the ceremonial first pitch before the All-Star game on Tuesday
Also killed was a 4-year-old ing and maintenance.
night
in
San
Francisco.
Willie Mays Plaza.
girl, Gabriela Dechat, who lived
The plane was traveling from
"This is a great honor." Mays said. through the center-field fence to has depart- of time around the Giants, both at spring in a home beside Joseph- Daytona Beach to Lakeland
'There have been so many great All-Star ing lap around the field, tossing baseballs to training and in the Bay Area.
Woodard. Her parents, Milagros Tuesday when the pilot declared
games. I think the Giants really went all fans from the back of a 1958 Eldorado.
And the 76-year-old Mays also is quite Dechat, 33, and Peter Dechat, there was smoke in the cockpit.
out"
Perhaps the event didn't pack the viscer- comfortable at All-Star games. He appeared 36, were senously injured.
It was not clear who was flying
The latest showcase for baseball's living al impact of Ted Williams' return to Fenway in 24 — one of his few records that hasn't
A 10-year-old boy who was the plane; NASCAR said it was
heroes at its big midseason event was anoth- Park before the 1999 All-Star game. but been surpassed by Bonds, his godson and also in that home was transport- Kennedy, but investigators said
er resounding hit, from Mays' entrance that's only because Mays still spends plenty successor as the soul of the Giants franchise. ed to Cincinnati Burn Center earlier it was Klemm.

Sports Writer

ICHIRO'S BLAST KEYS AL WIN

Tuesday Plane crash
claims husband of
Speedway official
Plane crash kills five

Mays takes ride before game

FORMER GIANTS'
GREAT HONORED IN
PRE-GAME CERBAONY
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

SLUGGER DID NOT
PLAY IN 5-4 Loss
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -Albert Pujols pouted and questioned his own manager for a
move he didn't make.
As if the St. Louis Cardinals
needed any more embarrassment in a lackluster season that
already featured the alcoholrelated death of pitcher Josh
Hancock in late April and skipper Tony La Russa's drunken
driving arrest during spring
training.
Pujols Was angry about being
left on the All-Star bench and
the St. Louis slugger took aim at
the National League manager —
who just happened to be La
Russa of his own Cardinals.
"It's the All-Star game. Ile
can do what he wants." Pujols
said Tuesday night. He does
whatever he wants. If I wasn't
expecting to play. I wouldn't
have come up here.Pupils, the NI MVP in 2005
and key to the Cardinals' win in
the World Series last year. said
La Russa didn't talk to him the
entire game.
Pujols could only watch
when Aaron Rowand flied out
with the bases loaded to end the
American League's 5-4 win:
"If he wants to get upset, he
can get upset." La RtIsSa said.
"Whatever he wants to do, he
can do. It's Atherica. That wasn't the most important thing
tonight."
With the 32-man rosters, it's
not uncommon for few players
to be left out. The Al. used 27
players. while the NL used 2R.
Pujols and Texas shortstop
Michael Young — last year's
All-Star game MVP — were the
only position players who didn't
get into the game. Ever since the
2002 event ended in an extrainnings tie, managers has e tended:to bold a hitter back just in
ca.*.
1.a Russa said he indeed was
sav mg his star player in case the
game went king.
"Once we lost (Miguel
.abrera and theddy ) Sanchei.
he was the guy We were going in
use to protest ourselves in saw
we kept playing because or
Albert's versatility... 1.., Rossi*
said "I think we had the right
guy at hat"
A six -time All-Star. Pujols
!unshed about 770,000 votes
behind starting first baseman
Prince Fielder. Ile played left
field regularly in 2102 and '143

cPAgii

American League
East Division
GB
W
L
53 34
Boston
10
43 44
Toronto
10
42 43
New York
15
38 49
Baltimore
19
34 53
Tampa Bay
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
52 34
Detroit
1
52 36
Cleveland
8
45 43
Minnesota
47
13
39
Chicago
15
38 50
Kansas City
West Division
W
L Pct GB
53 35
os Angeles
2 1/2
49
36
Seattle
9
44 44
Oakland
15
38 50
Texas
Tuesday's Score
AL AS-Stars 5 N! All-Stars 4
Today's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Toronto thialladay 10-31 at Boston
(Wakefield 9-8) 605 p m
Chicago Whrte Sox (Garland 6-6) at
Baltimore (Guthrie 4-2). 6 05 p m
NY Yankees iPettine 4-6) at Tampa
Bay (Shields 7-4) 6 10 p m
Oakland (Gaudin 8-31 at Minnesota
(Baker 3-3) 7 10 p m
Detroit (Miller 4-2) at Seethe
(F Hernwidez 5-4) 905 pm

TROPHY TIME: A local youth league team sponsored by Satterwhite Grain recently
received trophies for finishing second in both the regular season and the postseason
tournament in the Bronco League. Members of the team include Dylan Boone, Bracken
Robertson, Tristan Holland. Sammy Blalock, Alex-Wilsbn, Dam Satterwhite, Kade Cullop,
Roger McIntosh, Austin Anderson, Thomas Canning and Willie Richardson.

)NIMENTARY

MLB still pushing 'This
time it counts.'To whom?
By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Columnist
Jun Leyland finally got the
draw on Tony La Russo when it
mattered.
Or did it?
Besides heating his National
League counterpart 5-4 in
Tuesday night's All-Star game
and securing home-field advantage for whichever AL club
reaches the World Series, the
Tigers' manager piled up some
serious..style points a day earlier
en route to an easier win in the
fashion competition. It's hard to
he sure which loss bothered La
Russa more.
On Monday the Cardinals
manager showed up for an interview session wearing a casual
shirt without a tie and was
steamed to take a seat alongside
his much more nattih,attired
.-•
pal.
"I'm a little sore." La Russo
admitted, with a nod toward
Leyland."We talked about coming to this thing. and I asked him
what to wear and he said. 'Oh.
it's ('a Iifornia. don't worry
about a sport coat."
Once the laughter died down.
La Russa added, "He got me
already."
Ballplayers will compete at
anything - card games. eye
candy, luxury autos --- except.
apparently, the All-Star game.
At least that's Bud Selig's view.
The commissioner caught
some heat for trying to prop up
sagging Pi ratings by dragging
a podium onto the field in the
middle ol the 2001 contest to
hand lifetime achievement
awards to departing stars Cal

Ripken and Tony Gwynn. A year
later, he was positively flambeed
for halting a tied game in the
I Ith inning because there were
no pitchers left.
Selig answered his critics
with -This Time It Counts," a
neat catchphrase. but a lousy
idea. Convinced that bragging
motivation
rights
weren't
enough, the commissioner
decided — after Sortie AIMtwisting from the know-it-alls at
Fox — to award the winning
league home-field advantage for
the World Series. The plan was
to make the game feel less like
an exhibition and more like a
competition again, to produce
moments like Pete Rose steamrolling catcher Ray Fosse at the
plate to score the winning run in
the 1970 game.
What Se-lig—forgot is jiltat
today's ballplayers woldn't
risk knocking over h Wheaties
box -- let alone each other — in
a game that doesn't count in the
standings. With teams and especially playega!- agitate charged
with looking after their multimillion-dollar investments, the
only collisions Tuesday night
were within an artn's length of
the clubhouse buffet tables.
"It should just be an event
and not taken so serious." Barry
Bonds said.
Neither does Ripken ("doesn't jibe") nor Gwynn ("totally
agree") nor La Russa ("it's not a
big thing with me") nor just
about anybody else who was
asked just before or during the
All-Star break.
"I like Bud Selig. don't get
me wrong." Yankee manager

Joe Torre, who has called the
shots in six All-Star Games, told
the San Francisco Chronicle
during a recent stop, in town.
"But I'm not sure any of the AllStars are thinking about that
when they go out and play."
Au contraire, Selig said during an afternoon chat session
with fans.
"It's a great rule," he replied
to Jeff from Wisconsin."and I'll
tell you why."
Being a student of history,
the commissioner said the 1993
game in which then-Toronto
manager Cito Gaston was
roundly booed for not playing
pitcher Mike Mussina set an
ugly precedent.
"Then the managers started
using everybody,- Selig continuedo."They felt they had to get
everybody in the game. The
game lost it's intensity. ... there
was a period, nobody wanted to
come and everybody had an
excuse: somebody needed to get
a haircut or he needed to do that;
he didn't want to play..
"Now they want to play,
because it means something.
That was the objective."
We're not sure which game
the commissioner was watching,
since this one ended with the
NL's Aaron Rowand flying out
with the bases loaded while the
Cardinals' Albert Pujols was still
glued to the bench. La Russa, his
manager. takes a backseat to no
one in terms of either intensity
of competitiveness, which is
apparent to anyone who saw
him pull every managerial trick
in the book during a battle with
close buddy Leyland in last
fall's World Series.
But he also knows that the
results in the fall classics is even
between the leagues at two each
since Selig's directive took
effect. And he wasn't about to
risk his recovering slugger.

National League
taxi Division
W
LPcI an
48 39
York
New
47 42
2
Atlanta
44 44
4 1/2
Philadelphia
7
42 47
Florida
12 1/2
36 52
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pot GB
49 39
Milwaukee
44
43
41/2
Chicago
40 45
71/2
St Louis
40 48
9
Pittsburgh
101/2
39 50
Houston
36 52
13
Cincinnati
West Division
W
L Pet GB
49 38
San Diego
49 40
1
Los Angeles
47 43
3 1/2
Arizona
44
44
1/2
5
Colorado
10 1/2
38 48
San Francisco
Tuesday's Score
AL Alf-Stars 5 NL All-Stars 4
Today's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Game
Cincinnati (Arroyo 3-9) at N Y Mets
i0 Hernandez 4-4), 6 10 p m

SportsBriefs
•The Calloway County football program will hold its annual parents
meeting on Thursday at 7 p.m. at the fieldhouse. All parents/guardians
Of players are encouraged to attend the meeting. Schedules, eligibility,
team rules and several other topics will be addressed at the meeting.
•Tryouts for the Murray High School golf team (boys or girls) will be
held July 16 & 17 from 9 a.m. to noon each day at Murray gCountry
Club. For additional information, contact MHS golf coach Justin Scott at
752-2868.
•Students in grades 9-12 interested in trying out for the Murray High
School boys' soccer team should attend the squad's first practice at 9
a.m. on Monday, July 16 at the high school. All players should have a
physical exam and wear their shinguards to practice
• Murray-Calloway County Hospital and the Center for Health &
Wellness, in conjunction with volunteer physicians and nurses, will be
hosting free sports physicals during the month of July.
The free physicals will be held in the Outpatient Services area at
MCCH on July 14, 21 & 28, from 8 a.m. to noon each day. The physicals are offered to all middle school or high school athletes in both the
Murray and Calloway County school systems. Anyone who plays a sport
at either school system must receive a physical either at the free clinic
or from a physician pnor to participating in any sport for the 2007-08
school year,
No pre-registration is required for the physicals. Athletes should
bring a form provided by their school's athletic director. Students must •
have their guardian's signature to receive a physical_ Contact Keena.
Miller, director of health and wetness at MCCH. at 762-1830 for more,
information
•Former Murray State baseball player Jim Railey recently competed in the racquetball competition at the National Senior Games (U.S.
Senior Olympics), and came away with the medal for winning the consolation bracket for seniors 75 and older.
Palley. who captained the 1956 and 1957 Thoroughbred squads,::
closed out his 20-year tourney through the Masters and *Seniors rac-::
quetball play.
After winning his flight play with a 3-0 record to qualify for the final
eight single-elimination tournament, Palley took a hard fall on his racquet arm and shoulder and was unable to compete against Chuck
Kaiser of Ohio, who eventually won the gold medal.
After therapy. Railey was able to win the consolation bracket with two
wins — the last over Harvey Blanck of Clarksville, Tenn., 15-1, 15-11.
In March, Pettey won the National Masters racquetball tournament in
Portland. Ore, for his fourth gold medal in Masters and Senior
Tournament play.
As a 60-year old, he won the World Seniors Tournament; at 65 he
won the U.S. Senior Olympics in Tucson. Anz., and the International
Masters Tourney in Las Vegas In addition to the National titles. Palley
won several state and regional tournaments in Kentucky, Tennessee.
California and Georgia.

•All-Star Game
From Page 1C

LOCAL CHAMPION!: Calloway County's Meagan Starks (back row, second from left) is
a member of the Kentucky Outlaws travel softball team that recently captured the 18under Tiger Classic tournament Most of the squad is comprised of players from schools
in the Owensboro area
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fog.
-There's too many emotions
to be able to explain it." he said.
-This is my family who I grew
up for a lot of years. All I can do
is say thank you."
Suzuki, on the verge of a
large contract extension from
the Mariners, Was 3-for-IS in
All-Star play corning in.
He got three hits, was the
game's' M \r'F' and will Ix.
remembered for his strange 41ol,
unfamiliar even to ballpark regulars such as Bonds.
"He came up to me and said
I've never seen that happen
before," said nght fielder Ken
Gnffey Jr.. who had to run down
the ball.
Griffey's RBI single in the

first had put the NI ahead, and ing the majors in 2001.
he threw out Alex Rodriguez at
Second in the majors with a:the plate in the fourth.
.359 average, the seven-time::
Then in the fifth, with Brian All-Star joked about his power. •
Roberts on first following a
"If I'm allowed to hit .220. I
walk from loser Chris Young. could probably hit 40." he said,
Suzuki reached down and golfed "but nobody wants that."
a ball to right-center field. It hit
Crawford homered with two:
.
off an All-Star ad in an area outs in the sixth against:
known as the arcade and instead Francisco Corder° to make it 3-of bouncing straight back, it I. Griffey drove in the NL's seckicked toward nght
ond run with a sacrifice fly in
"It just hit the corner and the bottom half against Justin :
bounced the other way." Griffey Verlander after Carlos Beltran:
said. "I tned to make a good nearly duplicated Suzuki's shot
throw to the cutoff man and off the wall but was held to a-.
hoped that he would fall down." triple by Vladimir Guerrero.:
Suzuki was at third by the Martinez hit the 18th pinch:
time Gnffey got to the hall and homer in All-Star history, a two-;:
easily sped home for the first run drive in the eight off Mete
inside-the-park homer of his closer Billy Wagner.
career -- he never hit one while
Soriano. who joined Frank':.
playing in Japan, or %MCC join- Robinson as the only player to':
hit All-Star homers with each
league, connected in the ninth,:
off Seattle closer J.J. Putz, who:
then walked J.J. Hardy.
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TV Schedule
TOoley
BOXING
10 p.m
ESPN2 - Card TBA
at Hollywood Calif
MINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
5.30 p.m
ESPN2 — AAA All-Star Game
al Abuquerque NM
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D'oh! Kentucky misses
out on Simpsons premier
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SPRINGFIELD, Vt. (AP) — Maybe it was the pink doughnut.
Maybe it was the clever homemade video, or small-town charm.
Maybe Homer just figured it was time to go green.
Whatever the reason, this much is true: Ttny Springfield, Vt., beat
out 13 other like-named cities including one in
Kentucky for the right to host the premiere of -The
Simpsons Movie," winning an online poll it wasn't
even invited to participate in.
On July 21, the town's 100-seat movie theater
will play host to the movie, which opens July 27.
"Vermont wins," read the purple lettering beside
the doughnut-chomping patriarch of Fox TV's dysfunctional middle American family on "The
Simpsons Movie Springfield Challenge" Web site.
Simpson
"Ninety-three hundred people, and we won,"
said an exultant Town Manager Bob Forguites. "I
think it's pretty neat, myself."
Springfields in Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, Ohio,
Oregon and Tennessee made their bids, each trying to show how
much their cities are like the fictional Springfield in -The
Simpsons."
Competition was fierce: Massachusetts got U.S. Sen. Edward
Kennedy — the inspiration behind the voice of Mayor Quimby on
"TThe Simpsons," to appear in its entry.
"Just think," Kennedy said. "You'll even be able to enjoy some
real chowdah."
Kentucky tried to lure the movie premiere by offering, in addition
to its video, a specially made can of Duff Beer, Homer Simpson's
favorite brew, and a special edition Louisville Slugger emblazoned
with the message, "Springfield, Kentucky. A Real Homer."
• Vermont's Springfield — which has a bowling alley, a pub, a
prison and a nuclear power plant just down the road — wasn't initially part of the contest, but a local Chamber of Commerce executive appealed to movie producer 20th Century Fox and the race was
on.
The town submitted a video shot by a 17-year-old volunteer cameraman showing buildings with "Springfield" in them and featuring
Homer — played by a Burlington talk-show host, runs through town
chasing a big, pink, rolling doughnut.
Eventually, a mob chases him into a movie theater.
The video was posted on the contest Web site along with the other
entries. By midnight Monday's deadline, 109,582 votes were cast.
Vermont got 15,367, to 14,634 for Springfield, Ill.
Florida's Springfield got the lowest vote total, 1,386.
"We're so excited," says Patricia Chaffee, vice president of the
Springfield (Vt.) Regional Chamber of Commerce."We came in at
the last minute, and for us to win, we feel like the underdogs, which
makes this so big and so great for us."
Gov. Jim Douglas congratulated the town.
"Tins is an exciting, exhilarating moment for Vermonters," he
said. "Perhaps more importantly, it proves there's really nothing a
giant doughnut can't do. To all the other Springfields. I say 'Don't
have a cow, man.—

By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Water
Harry Potter seems to be living the same school year over
and over. And it's starting to
wear thin.
The fifth adventure for the
teen wizard, "Harry Potter and
the Order of the Phoenix," is
another visual marvel, yet it
suffers from a problem similar
to other sequels this summer:
We've seen it all before.
Or at least, we've seen most
of it. Sure there are new characters introduced, new perils, new
responsibilities for Harry and
his pals and new revelations
about the kid's early life and
connection to the dark Lord
Voldemort.
And Harry even has his first
kiss.
Those fresh details aside,
though, and despite a new
director and screenwriter,
"Order of the Phoenix" sticks
safely and at times monotonously to the Potter formula:
Show a bit of Harry's drab
summer among his heartless
Muggle relations, branch off
into a magical interlude, then
land him back at Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry, where the same old
issues resurface — classmate
rivalry, teacher trouble, and a
slow build toward another
showdown with Voldemort.
Granted, this is the formula
of J.K. Rowling's books, and
with fans counting the days
until the arrival of the seventh
and final novel July 21, the
recipe has served the series
well.
A good deal of the charm of
the earlier movies results from
the baubles the filmmakers
have kept in from the books:
Odd little interactions with
Hogwarts' resident ghosts and
living portraits, some sports
action on the quidditch
quirky classroom happenings
— stuff that doesn't really have
much to do with the main story.
In casting aside most of
those trappings, director David
Yates and screenwriter Michael
Goldenberg deliver the shortest
Potter movie yet, though
-"Order of the Phoenix" is the
-lowest novel at 800-plus pages.
The movie gains in momen-
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This undated photo, supplied by Warner Bros. Pictures, shows Daniel Radcliffe who plays
Harry Potter in a scene from Warner Bros. Pictures new fantasy "Harry Potter and the Order
of the Phoenix."
perfect pillar of duplicity and
shaken and divided that the
turn but loses a lot of the fun
self-righteousness whose aims
Ministry of Magic assigns
and wonder of previous installand methods inject a bit of
repressive teacher Dolores
ments. Granted, the stories
McCarthyism into Hogwarts.
Umbridge (Imelda Staunton) to
grow gloomier as Harry's ultiHelena Bonham Carter
the Hogwarts staff to keep an
mate challenge approaches in
makes the most of a brief
eye on Dumbledore and impart
book seven, but he's faced
appearance as deliriously
her bland, useless, "Ministrydoom and death before and still
fiendish Voldemort ally
approved" curriculum.
managed to have a good time.
Bellatrix Lestrange. Also new
It falls on Harry to organize
An air of calamity hangs
to the show is Evanna Lynch as
and instruct volunteers in a
over Harry (Daniel Radcliffe)
spacey student Luna Lovegood.
from the outset in "Order of the gang they name Dumbledore's
Much of the movie is a setup
Army — Hogwarts students
Phoenix." At the end of his
who band together to learn how for things to come and an
interminable summer, he's
explanation of things that came
to defend themselves against
attacked by soul-sucking
before — personal histories,
the dark forces.
Dementors, then he's expelled
disclosures and prophecies,
One of the most comforting
from Hogwarts for unauthohints of an unholy bond
things about the "Harry Potter"
rized use of magic to drive
between Harry and Voldemort.
movies is how Radcliffe,
them off.
At times, "Order of the
Watson and Grint have grown
Hogwarts headmaster
Phoenix" is as dry as studying
Dumbledore (Michael Gambon) into the roles and advanced as
Latin grammar by rote. A cliperformers. No longer awkintercedes on Harry's behalf at
mactic tussle between Harry
ward, inexperienced children,
a Ministry of Magic appeals
and Voldemort's forces is
they nicely project both the
hearing. But Dumbledore, preamong the most impressive
camaraderie of best friends and
viously a tender mentor for
visual creations in the "Harry
the gravity of youths forced to
Harry, distances himself from
Potter" flicks; yet dramatically,
mature far too soon.
the youth throughout the school
it's mostly another tease in their
Some returning characters
year.
endless grudge match.
Harry and buddies Hermione step to the forefront again,
Familiarity is not quite breeding
notably Harry's godfather,
(Emma Watson) and Ron
contempt for Harry and his
Sirius Black (Gary Oldman,
(Rupert Grint) face the same
friends and enemies. But it's
old tormenting from classmates. who delivers with passion and
starting to breed indifference.
wistfulness). As always, Alan
But this time it's amplified by
Rickman delights as Professor
scorn for Harry, who is branded
"Harry Potter and the Order
Snape, whose dour disposition
a liar for insisting that
of the Phoenix," a Warner
and disdain for Harry is
Voldemort (Ralph Fiennes) had
Bros. release, is rated PG-I3
explained to a degree.
returned to physical form durfor sequences offantasy vioStaunton dominates the
ing their battle at the end of the
lence andfrightening images.
movie with her perky facade
last school year.
Two and a half stars out offour.
and underlying cruelty. She's a
The magical world is so
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truck at company headquarters
, poses for a photo with his free weights in his
Sammy Be'yin, a truck driver from Bristow, Okla
for Melton Truck Lines Inc in Tulsa. Okla

Truckers are urged to 'shape up'

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Millions
as sensitive teeth. The pain
hypersensitivity, otherwise known
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and annoyance caused by this condit impossible to savor.
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Methods to decrease sensitive tooth pain
two to three times
. Reduce pressure when brushing teeth
daily for at least two minutes per session
. Use an advanced electric toothbrush
. Floss daily
potassium nitrate
. Use sensitivity toothpastes containing
Use fluoride mouthwashes
. soda. tea. etc.) Steer clear of highly acidic foods (citrus
bonding agents
or
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e
Dentist can apply oxalat
ent of sensitive
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with a world of information.
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apnea. Half of them smoke
employees, whether it's to trim its $10
The latest research in an reduce health care costs or health care bill.
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companies are making efforts.
Motor Carrier Safety Achnin- The trucking associations group also offered a 12-week weightistration is considering tight- says it is planning a survey. loss series.
—Con-way Freight of Ann
ening Its rules for conditions The group estimates there are
including diabetes and high 1.3 million long-haul drivers Arbor, Mich., saw annual workers compensation claims plunge
blood pressure. And many com- nationwide.
work days
panies are stepping up their
An Associated Press spot 140 percent and lost
own efforts at improving health. check of companies revealed drop 75 percent in Los Angeles after its trial of a wellness
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